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CHALLENGES OF DEMOCRACY

Preface
In a functional democracy, the police rely on public goodwill and cooperation to carry
out their duties, operate within limits of their legally defined power, and are particularly
answerable to the judicial branch of government.1 In Nigeria, however, the colonial
origin of the police and decades of military rule have produced a militarised force that
has acted as an instrument of oppression, and is largely alienated from the civil
population it should serve2
The involvement of the police in military regimes dates back to 1966. In July of that year,
the military, under the late Major-General Aguiyi Ironsi, came to power and appointed
the then Inspector General of Police, Alhaji Kam Salem, and his deputy, as members of
the Federal Executive Council. Two other police officers were equally made governors
for the northwestern States and Benue- Plateau. The population of soldiers in Nigeria at
the time was 11,000, and the only law enforcement agency that had presence throughout
the country was the Nigeria Police Force. It became obvious to the army that they could
not effectively rule without the assistance of the police.
Since then, police personnel have been appointed into ruling councils of successive
military regimes in Nigeria and as state governors: Positions, which placed the police
above the civil authorities that, were supposed to exercise control over them. What is
more, one of these key civil authorities - the legislature – would not even be in existence
as the military would abolish it and vest law-making duties in its all-military and police
ruling councils. For instance, the Inspector- General of Police, as a service chief and
member of the Provincial Ruling Council (PRC)3 - the highest ruling council under
military rule - was the number seven person in military government. This position
accordingly placed him above the

1

Asemota S. A. Policing Policing Under Civilian and Military Administrations". in Policing Nigeria,
Past, Present and Future, (eds.) Tekena Tamuno et al; Malthouse Press Limited Lagos 1993,
page 397.1
2
0.p.clt.
3
Since 1966 when the first coup took place, the military law-making body has been variously ~
known as the Supreme Military Cfuncil (SMC) until 1986, and the Armed Forces Ruling 11
Council (AFRC) until 1993. ..
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Minister for Police Affairs and even the Chief Justice of Nigeria, in order of protocol.4
Police participation in military government led to a situation where they performed
executive, legislative and judicial functions. As members of federal and state executive
councils, they were directly involved in making policy for the Country and the states.
Similarly, their membership of the highest military ruling councils ensured their
involvement in law making, including the promulgation of decrees and edicts perceived
to make their jobs easier. In addition, the representation of the police in the composition
of military tribunals put them in the position of judge, prosecutor and accuser.
Asemota5 argues that one of the apparent effects of the involvement of the police in the
legislative, judicial and executive functions of government has been a reduction in
operational efficiency. Rather than provide adequate manpower, equipment and logistics,
necessary to enhance police effectiveness, draconian measures were employed, standards
lowered and convictions secured with little or no investigative effort. This became the
pattern of policing under military rule, and the longer it lasted, the more similar laws
were regularly enacted to the detriment of police efficiency.6
Lamenting the situation in which the police found itself under the military, former
Inspector General, Alhaji Ibrahim Coomassie, in his acceptance speech for an honorary
doctorate degree awarded him by the Imo State University in March 1998, stated:
"The Force (Nigeria Police Force) has been torn between the civil
populace and the military, so much so that its civil traditions are

4

Aliyu Attah, former Inspector General Police, pointed this out in his keynote address to the seminar on the
Role and Functions oft Law Enforcement Agencies in the Post Military Era. Refer to his keynote address
reproduced in part two of this book.
5
Asemota S.A. op.cit.
6
Op.cit.
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almost lost to military authoritarianism ".
As Nigeria begins to grapple with the challenges of an elected government, debates on
the role and functions of the Nigeria Police Force in the new dispensation have come to
the fore. In anticipation of this development, the Centre for Law Enforcement Education (
(CLEEN), collaborating with the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC), designed
two integrated programmes in January 1999 to sample the opinions of the Nigerian
people on the role and functions of the police in a post-military era. The first programme
was a national seminar, which held from 8-10 March 1999. The second was a national
survey, which covered the six geo-political regions of Nigeria, viz., south-east, SouthSouth, south-west, north-east, north-west and North-Central.
Though the two programmes held at different times and involved different sets of people,
the conclusions and recommendations were coincidentally similar: the police deviated
from their traditional role of law enforcement and colluded with the military to perpetuate
dictatorship in the country. To make them alive and responsive to a democratic
disy1ensation, reorganisation and reorientation of the force were recommended.
The findings of the survey and key papers presented during the seminar are combined and
published in this book, Policing a Democracy. The book is divided into three parts. Part
One, comprising chapters one to fours, dwells on the national survey. Part Two covers
keynote addresses and papers presented during the seminar. Part three, containing the
appendices and reproduction of some national and international human rights instruments
relevant to law enforcement in a democracy.
Some of the seminar papers contained in part two of the book may appear repetitive.
They are deliberately reproduced as presented, not only because they represent the views
of former key police functionaries and notable police researchers, but more importantly
because they reinforce the findings of the survey, and show that both the police and the
policed agree that something has gone wrong with law enforcement in Nigeria, and that
urgent attention of all stake holders is required to reform the agency.
Dr. Mohammed Tabiu and Innocent Chukwuma
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CHAPTER 1

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The traditional duties of the police are prevention and detection of crime, apprehension of
offenders, preservation of law and order, protection of life and property.7 The police,
according to Etannibi Alemika "exist primarily to promote harmony, and security of life
and property in society.8" The existence of a police to play this role has been made
necessary due to the fact that conflict is endemic in all human societies and if not
regulated may threaten society.9
In any society, there exists both role strain and role conflict that result in some members
of the society not keeping to the rules of the society. Some of the infringements of rules
of behaviour are allowed to pass without any dire consequences, perhaps because the acts
committed do not have any disruptive consequences for the society. However, where an
action is likely to have disruptive consequences, it is taken seriously and members of the
society would seek ways to make the deviant conform.10
Law enforcement structures emerge according to a society's historical development.
While the character of police units allover the world might appear the same on cursory
observation, a close look, however, would reveal differences in organization, owing
mainly to the historical and ideological antecedents of each society.
Before the emergence of colonial governments in Nigeria, the ethnic nationalities

7

Section 4, Police Act.
E.E.O. Alemika, "criminology criminal justice and philosophy of policing" in Policing
Nigeria Past Present and Future, Tamuno T. et aI (eds.), Malthouse Press Limited Lagos
1993.page57.
9
Olusanya P.O; Some Methods of Theft Detection, A sociological Analysis, Rebonik
Publications Limited
Lagos, 1989,p.5.
10
Ibid., p. 6
8
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that make up the nation-state had a rather unique style of police services. Among the
Igbos of eastern Nigeria, for instance, the whole society acted as general law enforcers.
Everybody knew the dos and don'ts of the society, and everybody was meant to be on the
watch for offenders and to invoke the traditional processes for punishing infractions. This
was because an infractions of a societal rule was believed to have disastrous
consequences for the people. The other level of law enforcement was at the age grade
level, where members of an age group enforced laws. Similarly, in Yoruba land,
members of the Agemo, Egungun, Adumu Orisa and Gelede cults were responsible for
enforcing customary law, much like the Areku mask did among the Akpoto in the Idoma
division and the Mmuo societies did among the Igbo. The Ekpe and Ekpo societies
among the lbibio-Efik performed related functions. 11
According to Tekena Tamuno, traditional law enforcement agents carried out their
functions without breaking limbs, in sharp contrast to the modem police riot squad, which
appear harsh and bereft of the traditional sanctions that reinforced the apparatus for
controlling public distlll'bances.12 These structures kept the society in check. Thus,
interpersonal relationships were maintained and the norms of the society were to a large
extent kept.
However, the emergence of the modem Nigeria Police Force, armed and distinct from the
civil populace is of colonial creation. Nigerian police historians have argued that an
examination of the origins, development and role of the British-inspired police forces in
Nigeria reveals that they were shaped by the nature of European colonial interests in the
country, and the reactions of indigenous people to their activities. 13
It is hardly surprising then that the police force created by the colonial masters was not
much different from the armed forces, as they played key roles in the military expeditions
that were carried out to expand colonial territories. The colonial police was an oppressive
organization used to maintain the

11

Clement Nwankwo, et aI, Human Rights Practices in the Nigeria Police, Constitutional
Rights Project, Lagos, 1993 p.10
12
Tekena Tamuno, The Police in Modem Nigeria 1861-1965, University Press Ibadan,
1970.
13
ibid
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master-servant relationship that existed between the colonizers and the colonized people.
An analysis of the operations of the Force over the years shows the effect of its colonial
origin on its practices. Even now, after more than three decades of independence, the
Police see themselves as existing for the government of the day and wealthy members of
the society, in much the same way as the colonial police existed mainly for the interest of
the colonial government and its European personnel. Alernika14 observed that in Nigeria,
"the vast majority of persons arrested, charged, remanded in custody pending trial,
prosecuted, convicted and sentenced, especially to prison, are drawn from among the
poor, powerless and politically marginalized groups". He further observed that the rich
and powerful members of society are often shielded from the full weight of the law and
its enforcement.
Police alienation and brutal disposition to civil society in Nigeria have been exacerbated
by over three decades of military encroachment on governance of the country. Within this
period, they were involved in executive, legislature and the judicial duties, in the bid to
maintain order so that successive military governments could carry on. In so doing, the
police abandoned their traditional role of fighting crime, protecting property and
individual freedom and ensuring peaceful co-existence. Unfortunately, the military
regimes that used the police also neglected them, to the extent that the Nigeria Police
Force could neither count on the military nor the civil populace. Buttressing this view,
Okey Ikechukwu, noted:
"As it is today, the police are losing on all fronts. They are distrusted
by the people, undefended by the government and pelted with
denigration and criticisms in most circles." 15
As Nigeria settles under an elected government, if not democratic dispensation, the
citizens and other residents of the country expect much from the police. The military
protective cover under which some police personnel hid to commit atrocities against the
people has now been removed. They are now required

14

Alemika. ibid.
Okey Ikechukwu. The Lot of the Police, " The Guardian, Lagos. October 15,
1997, p.24.

15
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to be accountable to the people through their elected representatives, and are expected to
operate under the rule of law and due process as de filled by the constitution. The people,
on the other hand, also have a responsibility to cooperate with the police in the lawful
discharge of their duties. The survey report examines the challenges facing the Nigeria
Police Force in the discharge of its roles and functions in a democratic dispensation, and
offers some recommendations.

METHODOLOGY
The methodology adopted in the survey consists of administration of, questionnaires,
personal interviews and library research. The questionnaires were designed in both closed
and open-ended schemes. Closed questions came in the form of ticking answers that best
represents the views of the respondents, while open-ended questions provided them with
opportunities to give further insights on their views. This was deliberately done to aid
analysis, especially in consideration of the number of questionnaires distributed.
Researchers also took time to interview certain categories of respondents who were
considered more knowledgeable on the issue under study.
In all, 1494 questionnaires were administered out of which 1326 were received,
representing 88.7 %. The questionnaires were administered on police personnel, social
workers, human rights activists, lawyers, civil servants, traders, trade unionists, students
in tertiary institutions, professionals, community leaders, Police-Community Relations
Committee (PCRC) members and transporters. The country was for the purpose of the
survey divided into six zones, with each zone comprising three states.
The respondents are distributed as follows.
State
Abuja

Respondents
83

State
Sokoto

Respondents
70
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Bauchi

71

Imo

78

Cross River

70

Ogun

70

Edo

71

Oyo

78

Ebonyi

82

Lagos

80

Enugu

82

Rivers

65

Kastina

66

Kano

71

Plateau

76

Kebbi

80

Nasarawa

76

Minna

57

The level of response to the study in all the states visited was impressive. Generally,
policemen saw the study as a welcome development and prayed that something positive
would come out of it. A few, nonetheless, said they were weary of filling questionnaires
as nothing came out of similar exercises in the past in relation to improving their working
condition. The research design employs a mixture of qualitative and quantitative
approaches to analyzing the answers to questions posed in the questionnaires. The
quantitative approach was used in breaking down responses into a statistical format for
easy analysis. For instance, we can at a glance see the number of respondents who
believe that the national assembly should control the police.
We can also see at a glance the number who supports the view that the presidency should
control the police, etc. The qualitative aspect of the research is seen in the perspectives on
difficult issues presented by the various people interviewed. The interview sessions
provided a lot of information that cannot be quantified but whose value cannot be denied.
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CHAPTER TWO
BRIEF HISTORY OF THE POLICE IN NIGERIA
There are several accoW1ts on the evolution of the police in Nigeria. However, the
central theme in all the extant researches, revolves aroW1d the coercive activities of the
colonial government which needed a brutal force to deal with the restive natives in order
to facilitate the exploitation of the country.
According to Sam Nwanze, Sir Stanhope Freeman, then Governor of British West Africa,
is credited with the initiative of forming the nucleus of what later became the Nigeria
Police Force. 16 In this account:
"Sir Freeman wrote a memo to the British Home Office requesting
authority to create a force different from the Army to act as consular
guard. His request was granted and the force, which he formed, was used
to quell the Epe uprising of 1863. The activities
of the consular guard drew the attention of the Governor of Lagos Colony,
Captain John Glover. It was Captain Glover who requested and received
the permission of London to increase the number of the force to one
hundred. Shortly after; the "Hausa Guard" and the Constabulary
of the Lagos Colony were established. A legal instrument backed the
new forces as an ordinance was enacted in 1879. This law was
however amended with another ordinance, which created the
Lagos Police Force, an investigative unit known as the criminal
investigative department, in 1896. "17

16

Sam Nwanze, "In Thy Hands oh God: The Man, the Cop, the Preacher", Nio Publishers
Lagos, 1999. P.79.
17
Ibid.
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Tamunol8 says that the Nigerian Police had its origin in Lagos between 1845 and 1861.
Before then, the efforts of European traders to penetrate the hinterland were frustrated by
African middlemen in what was increasingly becoming a lucrative trade. In 1849, the
British government appointed a Consul General for the Bights of Benin and Biafra on the
Atlantic Coast of West Africa to promote legitimate trade and prevent the incessant
quarrels between the African chiefs and the British traders in the area. When the clashes
continued the British consul charged with the administration of the Lagos colony,
William McCosky, whose duties among others included the maintenance of law and
order, requested for a small-armed force to help him maintain peace in the area. A
Consular Guard comprising 30 men was established in October 1861. 1n 1863, the
Consular Guard was named the Hausa Guard, as they were constituted mainly from the
Hausa ethnic group. And in 1879, a further reorganization was carried out resulting in a
constabulary for the Colony of Lagos. This constabulary, placed under the command of
an Inspector General, performed mainly military duties.
Tamuno19 goes on to explain that the Lagos police force was later created in 1896,
headed by a Commissioner of Police. It performed the additional duties of sheriff,
inspector of weights and measures and officer in charge of the prisons. A criminal
investigation department was created in 1898 while a fire Brigade was added in 1901.
With the creation of the Nigerian Coast Protectorate in l898, an armed constabulary
fashioned like the Hausa constabulary, was formed for the area. The force, which lasted
six years, featured in the British expedition to Benin in 1896.
While this developments were going on in the South, The Royal Nigeria Company (now
known as United Africa Company (UAC) was granted approval in 1886, by the colonial
government to establish a protective force for its business interests in the north. Thus
empowered, the company founded the Royal Niger Constabulary in 1888, with
headquarters at Lokoja, to protect its installations along the banks of the river Niger.

18
19

Tekena Tamuno, ibid.
Tekena Tamuno ibid.
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When the protectorates of the Northern and Southern Nigeria were proclaimed in 1900,
the Royal Niger constabulary was split into the Northern Nigeria Police force and the
Northern Nigeria Regiment. m the south, the Lagos police force and part of the Niger
Coast Constabulary, was made the Southern Nigeria Police Force, while the bulk of the
Niger Coast Constabulary formed the Southern Nigeria Regiment. The new formations
were responsible for dealing with internal disturbances and external aggression, in
addition to normal police duties. After the amalgamation of the Northern and Southern
Protectorates in 1914, the two police forces operated separately until April 193O when
they merged to form the present Nigeria Police Force under the command of an inspector
General of Police.
The modern Nigeria Police force, therefore, came into being by ordinance No 3 of 1930,
which brought together the various local police forces that existed in various parts of the
country. The newly created force was administered on a regional basis under the overall
command of an inspector General of Police, with headquarters in Lagos. The police force
also witnessed are-organization when the country adopted a federal constitution in 1954.
The result was that both the federal and regional governments shared responsibility in the
maintenance of law and order and the preservation of public safety.
When Nigeria gained political independence in 1960, there were expectations that the
police Force would be structurally reorganised under a democratic setting and reoriented
from a colonial occupation force to a people's police service. That did not happen! The
government that succeeded the colonial authority found it more convenient to retain all
the colonial structures of coercion in dealing with the people.2O Therefore, instead of a
major reorganisation of the police force that would have included a review of the body of
laws governing police activities in the country, what was witnessed was a ceremonial
transfer of allegiance from the British crown to the Federal Republic of Nigeria and a
change of their former crests bearing the symbol of the British crown to the Federal Coat
of Arms. All other features that made the colonial police widely

20

Chukwuma Innocent, "Police Powers and Human Rights in Nigeria", in Law Enforcement Review.
Lagos, January-March, 1998, p.26.
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feared and despised were left untouched21. This has continued till date with limited
review, except perhaps, exacerbation that occurred during the 29 years of military
dictatorship in the country.
2:1 POLICE POWERS, FUNCTIONS AND REORGANISATIONS
The functions and powers of the police are well stated in the Police Act, 1943. Section 4
of the Act lists the general duties of the police as:
•
•
•
•
•

prevention and detection of crime
apprehension of offenders
preservation of law and order
due enforcement of all laws and regulations with which they are directly;
charged, and
The performance of such other military duties within or outside Nigeria as may be
required of them by or under the authority of the Act or any other Act.

Other provisions elaborating the general powers of the police in the Act include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power to conduct prosecutions in any court; subject to constitutional provision
relating to the power of the Attorney-General of the Federation and of a state22
Power to arrest without warrant in possession23
Power to serve surnrnons24
Power to grant bail to a person arrested without warrant25
Power to issue search warrant by a superior officer26
Power to take and record for purpose of identification and measurement,
photographs and finger prints

21

Ibid.
S. 25 of the Police Act.
23
Ibid.
24
S. 26.
25
S. 27.
26
S. 28.
22
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•

Impressions of all persons in lawful custody.27

These and other provisions clearly show that the police have enough legal empowerment
to discharge their statutory duties. What is more, they enjoy discretionary powers in the
general duty of detecting and preventing crime under the Act and as may be seen in
provisions of the Criminal Code Act and some military decrees.
The wide powers of the police under the law are, however, not without responsibilities.
Nigerian criminal law holds police officers individually liable for any excesses or abuse
of power. Section 298 of the Criminal Procedure Code states that "any person authorized
by law to use force is criminally responsible for any excess according to the nature and
quality of the act which is the excess“
Section 374 (a, b) of the Police Regulations of1968 also states that nothing in the
regulations shall affect or diminish the liability of any member of the force to face
prosecution before courts of summary jurisdiction for any offence against the Police Act
or to face prosecution before any court of justice.
There is also a civil aspect to the responsibility of the police. The Nigerian Constitution
entitles a person unlawfully detained to a compensation and public apology. However, for
such a compensation order to be enforced, the fiat of the Attorney General has to be
obtained. The Sheriffs and Civil Process Act which gives this power to the Attorney
General has been adjudged as a threat to the independence of the judiciary. As
Chukwwna28 (1998: 27) observes, it empowers officials of the executive arm to veto
court orders. It also makes the Attorney General a party and judge in Nigeria's otherwise
adversarial system of justice. The law, Chukwuma further argues, is a violation of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Article 2 (1) of that Covenant calls
on member states to ensure that victims of human rights abuse have an enforceable,
effective remedy determined by competent judicial, administrative or legislative
authority.

27
28

S. 30.
Innocent Chukwuma 1998, ibid.
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The Police Regulations of 1968 contains a code of conduct for policemen in Nigeria.
However, it stresses intemal discipline over and above external relations. Among other
things, it contains a complaints procedure for any policeman who feels wronged by
another, guidelines for carrying out police duties and prohibits receiving of gifts (except
from close friends or relations). The definition of police duties in section 4 of the Act
goes beyond the detection, prevention and control of crime to include the protection of
lives and property, especially during emergencies and disasters. Their role in this regard
has been seen in different rescue operations during natural disasters, train derailment, and
inter-ethnic violence. Etc.
Changes in the structure of the Nigerian federation affected the command structure of the
police. In 1966, the government created twelve states out the existing four regions. In line
with this change, the police created twelve area commands. When in 1976 seven more
states were created, additional seven area commands were also created. In 1986, General
Ibrahim Babangida's regime introduced zonal commands headed by Assistant InspectorsGeneral (AIGS).1n 1992, 11 more states were created, bringing the total number of states
to 30. More commands were created conform to the new structure. Several other minor
changes in the organization of the police took place over the years. In 1986, there was a
major reorganization in the force the main aim of which was to decentralize authority and
command to create room for speedy and effective policing.
It focused on the setting up of dynamic machinery for combating the rising wave of
violent crime, particularly, armed robbery. In 1989, the police force saw a further
restructuring. Five Directorates were created.
A Deputy Inspector General headed each Directorate: They were:
•
•
•
•
•

A
B
C
D
E

Dept - Operations
Dept - Finance and Administration
Dept - Criminal Investigation
Dept - Logistics and Supplies, and
Dept - Training.

21
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Zonal commands were also created. As at 1991, they were:
ZONE

HEADQUARTERS

STATE COMMANDS

Zone 1

Kano

Kano, Kaduna, Sokoto

Zone 2

Abeokuta

Lagos, Ogun, Oyo

Zone 3

Yola

Bomo, Bauchi, Gongola

Zone 4

Makurdi

Benue, Plateau, Anambra

Zone 5

Benin

Ondo and Bendel

Zone 6

Calabar

Cross River, Irno, Akwa Ibom, Abia

Zone 7

Abuja

Niger, Kwara, FCT Abuja

In the view of a former Inspector General, Aliyu Atta, administrative and structural
changes is the way by which the police seeks to respond to the rapid social, political and
economic changes in the country which pose challenges to the force. At independence in
1960, the strength of the force was 12,000 under the command of an Inspector General, a
Deputy and a Commissioner of Police. There were also the provinces commanded by
Provincial Police Officers. When in 1971 the local government and native authority
police forces were absorbed into the Nigeria Police, the strength of the force increased to
30,000. Now, with a thirty-six-state structure, there are about 144,000 men and women in
the force. The Provincial Police was abolished in 1978 with the local government reforms
of that year. The expansion of the force brought about by rapid economic and general
development in the country in the seventies necessitated the administrative and structural
changes.
Zonal commanders represent the Inspector General in their zones and, consequently,
carry out some of the responsibilities of the Inspector General, such as supervision of the
state commissioners in the discharge of their duties. They also assist in coordinating the
activities of state commissioners within their zones, ensuring the due enforcement of all
force policies, instructions and circulars in their zones among others. The zonal
commands are also generally responsible for disbursement of funds to the states,
distribution of stores equipment to the states, submission of monthly intelligence reports
to the

22
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Inspector General and establishment of a provost unit for receiving and investigating
public complaints. The commissioners of police in the states are directly answerable to
the zonal commanders who in turn are answerable to the force headquarters directorate.
In an emergency, the zonal commanders an report directly to the Inspector General.
A further reorganization in 1997 abolished the offices of Deputy Inspectors-General
(DIGS) for the Directorates but the AIG's were left. The force is now administered under,
A, B, C, D,E and F departments with Assistant Inspectors General (AI Gs ) in command.
There is now also only one DIG. With the creation of six new states in 1996, the zonal
command structure changed as follows:
ZONE
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

STATE COMMAND
Kano, Kaduna, Katsina
Lagos, Ogun, Oyo
Adamawa, Bomo, Yola, Bauchi
Benue, Plateau, Taraba, Enugu Nassarawa
Edo, Delta, Rivers, Anambra, Bayelsa
Imo, Abia, Ebonyi, C/River Akwa Thorn
Niger, Sokoto, Zamfara, Kebbi, FCT
Kogi, Kwara, Ondo, Ekiti, Osun

HEADQUARTERS
Kano
Lagos
Yola
Makurdi
Benin
Calabar
Abuja
Lokoja.

The Departments and their responsibilities are as follows:
DEPARTMENT A
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Administration.
Personnel- Promotion, dismissal, transfer and posting.
Welfare
Budgeting, finance, pay and accounts.
Establishment
Medical.
Public Relations / printing.
Computers.
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•
•
•
•
•

Central band.
Cooperative.
Force Provost.
Central Motor Registry.
Supernumerary constable, special constabulary.

DEAPARTMENT B
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Operation - Joint operation; Highway patrol, Motor, Traffic Warden
service, Motor Traffic Control and Policies.
Airport; Railway and Ports Authority police.
Center motor Registry.
Force Armament - Arms and Ammunition, Musketry, Bomb Disposal; Anti
Terrorism.
Police mobile force and training college.
Transport; Air-wing.
Signals - communication.
Force Animals - Mounted Section, Dogs and Veterinary.

DEPARTMENT C
1.
2.
3.
4.

Works, Building, Engineering and Maintenance.
Supplies/Stores Stationery, Office Equipment, Kits and Accoutrements.
Procurement Tender Boards.
Board of Survey for Vehicle and Unserviceable store.

DEPARTMENT D
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

General investigation.
International Police.
Antiquities.
Crime prevention.
Technical aid to criminal investigation, forensic laboratory, criminal records,
central arms registry, photography and etching sections.
Legal section -legal advice, criminal prosecution, civil litigation, library,
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and administration.
7.

Criminal intelligence Bureau.

8.

Security intelligence Bureau.

9.

Squad.

10.

Special Fraud Unit / Failed Bank Inquiries

11.

Special Anti - Robbery Squad.

12.

Homicide.

Department E
1.

Training.

2.

Police Academy.

3.

Police staff college.

4.

Police colleges at Ikeja, Kaduna, Maiduguri Oji River and Detective College
Enugu

5.

Education -local and Overseas.

Department F
1.

Research.

2.

Planning.

3.

Inspectorate Division.

4.

Management Information.

5.

Organization and method.

2:2 POLICE UNDER THE MILlTARY
The preceding chapter has dealt with some aspects of the police under the military. There
seems to be a consensus of opinion that the involvement of the military in government
has been unfavorable to the development of the Nigeria Police. The major reason for this
is perhaps the military's lack of respect for the rule of law. The police, in a democracy,
are subject to democratic control, and thus constrained to obey the rule of law in carrying
out its enforcement duties. The police can be sued by an aggrieved citizen, and if found
guilty, ordered to pay whatever penalty pronounced by the court. But under military
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regimes, however, the police are placed above the law. Decree 2 of 1984, first
promulgated by General Muhammadu Buhari, gave wide powers to the Inspector-General
to detain people beyond constitutional limits without charging them to court for
renewable periods of six months.
The military first appeared on the political scene in 1966. Under the regime that emerged,
headed by Major-General Johnson Aguiyi-Ironsi, the Inspector General and his deputy
were members of the Federal Executive Council and were also members of the Supreme
Military Council in the regime of General Yakubu Gowon. During this period, two police
officers were appointed Governors - one for the then North-Western State and the other
for the then Benue-Plateau State. The argument in defence of their membership of the
law- and policy-making bodies of the military-in-power was that police officers were
needed to help the soldiers to establish the authority of military government throughout
the federation. This is especially in recognition of the fact that the strength of the military
then was quite small compared to the population and it was only the police that had
presence allover the nation. According to Asemota29 the police played a very significant
role after the counter-coup in which the head of state, General Aguiyi-lronsi was killed.
The police Headquarters became, for a short time, the command headquarters of the new
head of state, Colonel Yakubu Gowon. An additional reason for the co-optation of the
police into military governance was the fact that only the communications system of the
police covered the entire country at the time. Thus the marriage of the military and the
police was the most logical given the circumstances.
At the end of the civil war in 1970, it became obvious that the military would not need
the police in governing the country. The strength of the military had by this time
increased following massive recruitment to prosecute the war. When General Yakubu
Gowon was overthrown in 1975, none of the new military governors appointed was a
police officer. This period could also be described as the beginning of the neglect of the
police force by the military.

29

S. Asemota, ibid. p.397.
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While the military embarked on the improvement of all facets of the military including
training, the police force was left to fend for itself. Asemota30 argues that one of the
effects of the involvement of the police in government was the education in its efficiency.
Their participation in government made them to perform legislative, executive and
judicial fw1ctions. The result was that rather than provide adequate manpower and
equipment to enhance their performance short cut" methods were employed and in the
process standards were lowered. The police gradually adopted the attitude of disobeying
court orders, which is the hallmark of military governments.

30

Ibid.
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CHAPTER THREE
CHALLENGES OF POLICING A DEMOCRATIC NIGERIA
IMPACT OF COLONIALISM
The police are generally believed not to have changed the structure it inherited from the
colonial period and that a "colonial mentality" can be discerned in almost all of its
operations. Respondents to questionnaires administered in the course of this survey were
asked whether the Nigerian police force is affected by its colonial heritage. 725 out of 1
,326 respondents, representing 54.68%, answered in the affirmative. This is against 571
respondents or 43.6% who answered in the negative. 30 or 2.26% of the respondents
could not make up their mind one way or the other.
Most of the respondents believed that the police have been affected by the practices
passed down from its founding colonial officers and have not been sufficiently reorientated to suit current realities. They said that some of the laws made by the colonial
government to make administration easy for them but which are antithetical to the
genuine interests of the Nigerian people have been retained in the statute book and the
police are obliged to work with them. One of the respondents described the Nigerian
police as historically a colonial creation, adding that to that extent, a certain level of
colonial mentality should be expected in their operation. This mentality, according to the
respondent, should be seen from the fact that all the rules and regulations, which govern
the police, were handed down by the colonial masters with little or no input from
Nigerians. However, there were some that were of the opinion that the police are not
affected by its colonial heritage.
Curiously, most of the police respondents agreed that they are affected by colonial
mentality. To the extent that the rules governing their operations colonial and they are
constrained to work with them, to that extent, the reasoned, they are bound to be affected
by the mentality of those who made
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those rules. A few others said that the police are not affected by colonial mentality as the
force has undergone too much restructuring to still be affected by its colonial history. To
this group, it is rather "Nigerian mentality" that affects the police. The problem of the
Nigeria Police is uniquely Nigerian, a respondent said, adding that Nigerian policemen
win accolades for their activities in international peacekeeping operations. But once back
home, he said, they are pelted and denigrated for incompetence and violation of human
rights.
TABLE A:
ARE THE POLICE AFFECTED BY COLONIAL HERITAGE?
YES

725

54.68%

NO

571

43.06

ABSTENTION

30

2.26

TOTAL

1326

100%

However, some others who said the police are not affected by its colonial history based
their argument on the belief that the colonial police was better organized and competent
than what we have now. Most of these respondents said that in the colonial period, the
police was a respected arm of government, but that it has now become a caricature of
itself, noted for violating the rights of citizens with impunity. The greater number of the
respondents who took this view is in the age category of 61 and above, and wished that
the police would return to its glorious past. They also shared the view that the police
seemed to exist to serve the cause of the government of the day. A former Federal
Commissioner and sociologist at the University of Lagos, Mr. Ohern Aribiah, was of the
view that the police are not affected by the history of its colonial origins. According to
him the colonial police was a patriotic force, a force with integrity and effective too. It
was not a force in which corruption and incompetence reigned. He was quick to point out
that the society is responsible for the kind of police force it has. In his view, the police
force has come a long way since 1930 when the first step was taken towards the creation
of what can be called a modem police force.
It is further argued in support of the view that the colonial heritage of the police
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affects its operations that the force did not develop as a result of the need of the society at
a point in time but was imposed by an external force. The democratic values of the
African people were ignored in the imposition of a police force on them. Also African
traditional system of law enforcement was also ignored in the establishment of a police
force for them.
RECRUITMENT PROCESS
Recruitment is a process of attracting and accepting potential applications for placement
into specific job in an organization. It is part of the employment process that encourages
potential applicants to apply for existing or anticipated job openings.
The Police force at inception did not attract the best in the society. During the colonial
period, it attracted the dregs of the society who found succor in the force. These were
men who lived by their wits and were ready for hire, for any cause, and found work in the
various inter-tribal wars that were the order of the day at the time. Retired and
demobilized soldiers were some of the earliest recruits into the police force. Over the
years however, recruitment into the force has witnessed a kind of revolution. A few years
ago, for instance, all that was needed for one to join the force was a primary school
certificate. Later, the minimum entry qualification became a secondary school certificate.
During this period, the force did not attract a lot of highly educated people, such that,
when graduates appeared on the scene their colleagues resented them. It was the
downturn in the economy together with the attendant hardship; and unemployment that
drew graduates to the police force at the initial stages.
The recruitment of police personnel is guided by the Nigerian Police Regulations of
1968, which in sections 38 and 97 states its policy on the recruitment of policemen.
Qualification criteria for the various police ranks as well as the conditions of service are
well articulated in the regulations. It has been the practice in the police force to recruit
from both within and outside the civil service. The recruitment of applicants for the
positions of constable, cadet inspectors, cadet assistant superintendents, or for specialist
positions such as doctors, artisans, other technical personnel and transferred officers from
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the civil service, come from outside. Personnel from within the force are re-deployed fill
positions in the Cadet Inspectorate, assistant superintendent, and sometimes, specialist
cadres.
The Nigeria Police force as presently structured is a federal institution and has centralized
organization under the command of the Inspector General. recruitment, training and
posting to various parts of the country is done centrally. Certain policies have been laid
down to ensure that every state of the federation represented in the force. Aspiring
policemen present themselves to their state police command where they take a qualifying
examination into the Police colleges. Those who pass are then admitted to the college
nearest to their home state. On successful completion of their course, they are posted. The
lowest rank in the force is that of Recruit Constable
One of the criticisms leveled against the police is that its men are poorly educated and
that this poor education is perhaps responsible for their wanton violation of the rights of
the citizens. This, perhaps, may be responsible for the force's new policy of recruiting
graduate holders of the Ordinary National Diploma OND) and the National Certificate of
Education (NCE) as recruit constables. The Assistant Inspector-General, E Department,
Alhaji Liman Shettima, explained that the new policy was all part of the efforts to give
the people a quality force that will hold its head high anywhere in the world. However,
we asked our respondents the caliber of people who they thought should be recruited into
the police considering the increasing sophistication of the society
TABLE B:

WHO SHOULD BE RECRUITED INTO THE POLICE?
RESPONSE

NUMBER

PERCENTAGE

GRADUATES
GRAD/SCHOOLLEAVERS
SCHOOL LEAVERS.
ABSTENTION

384
706
228
8

28.96
53.24
17.20
0.6

As the above table shows, 706 respondents representing 53.24% said the police force
should recruit both graduates and school leavers. They argued 23
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that there would always be officers and men in the force. School leavers, or school
certificate holders, should be recruited to perform menial tasks while graduates should be
responsible for the main police duties. They fw1her argued that a force of only graduates
is not ideal, adding that even in the more advanced societies, people of different academic
backgrounds are recruited into the police. A typical example, they said, is the Armed
Forces where all classes of academic qualification are recruited to perform different types
of jobs. Most of the police respondents were in this category.
228 respondents or 17.20% were of the view that the police should recruit only school
leavers into the force. Papa Alao Akani, an elderly man in Abeokuta, even sought to
justify his view by blaming the corruption ravaging the police on the recruitment of
graduates into the police force! He said that in the colonial era, graduates were not in the
force but the officers then were efficient and competent. To him, the problem of the
police is not in the poor education of its men but in poor conditions of service and the
"Nigerian factor" which has destroyed the moral fabric of the society. The police force,
he says, should recruit men who are trainable and not men who they think they know it
all. Pa Akani argues further that even if education is the yardstick, most of the so-called
educated people of today are not better than their less educated men of the past. How
many University graduates of today can write a standard official letter, he queried? In his
opinion, if policemen performed well when they were not well educated as measured by
today's terms, then something must be wrong. He reiterated that the police should recruit
school leavers only and then train them to be good and efficient policemen, adding that if
this was done, the society would be the better for it. 8 people or 6.6% had nothing to say
on the issue.
3:3 MILITARY INTERVENTION IN GOVERNMENT
The military has been in power for 29 out of the 39 years of Nigeria existence as an
independent nation. Beginning from 1966, Nigeria has witnessed a harvest of military
coups. We have seen above how the six military governments that resulted from these
coups have taken their toll on all facets of life in the nation and on the Nigeria Police
Force. Former Inspector General, Aliyu Attah,
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described the system of government under the military as a change from democracy to
dictatorships where the order of procedure changed in line with martial orders of the
military. Another former top police big wig, Deputy Inspector-General Chris Omeben,
says a complex exists in the forces. All the services, he said, have the police as their
grandmother. But while the police are older than all the other forces, it is treated as a
girlfriend that can be used and discarded at any time. Going into history, Omeben
explains that before the regime of General Gowon, police officers earned better salaries
than military officers did. But this was reversed with the advent of coups. The former
DIG stated this in his recently released biography. He added that as soon as the army got
into power, they relegated the police to the background. The panacea to the problem,
according to him, is to ensure that both policemen and soldiers have a common training
and bear similar ranks. This system, he says, has been adopted in some other parts of the
world, like Thailand and South Africa, with success. The society, he maintains, cannot do
without the police, as there would be anarchy. To emphasize this point, a police
spokesman in Ibadan, Oyo State, posits that the country cannot afford just one day
without the police as even traffic would become uncontrollable not to mention havoc
hoodlums would let loose.
The police force operates under the law, and is, thus, answerable to the law. But under a
military, a conscious policy of the armed forces, including the police, being above the
law is laid down and reinforced by the actions of the regime.
TABLE C

YES
NO
ABSTENTION
TOTAL

RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION OF WHETHER OR NOT
PROLONGED MILITARY RULE HAS NEGATIVELY
AFFECTED THE POLICE FORCE
940
334
52
1326

70.8%
25%
3.92%
100%
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As the above table shows, 940 out of the 1326 respondents, representing 70.8%, believe
that the influence of the military on the police is negative. 334 or 25.2% do not think so.
A paltry 52 or 3.92% had nothing to say on the issue. That as many as 70.8% of the
respondents think the military has had a negative influence on the police would suggest
that the Nigerian people take a dim view of the impact of military rule on the police
force. This makes a sad commentary on police-military relations in the 29 years of the
military's usurpation of power in Nigeria. In Apri11998, Ibrahim Coornmassie,
immediate past Inspector-General, took a swipe at the military when he stated that "men
and women of the (police) force have been serving under a harsh political environment,
torn in between military authoritarianism and civil society so much so that they have lost
their civil traditions" This loss of civil traditions, according to Chukwuma31 can be
gauged from the activities of the various ad hoc security task forces and the human rights
record of law enforcement agencies in general. The lamentations of Coomassie have to be
taken, however, with a pinch of salt, considering the prominent role the police have
played in every military government. The Inspector General, as already seen, sits in the
inner sanctum of power and is, in fact, placed above ministers and the Chief Justice of
Nigeria in the military's order of protocol. It can therefore be safely argued that the
leadership of the police force has been complicit in the loss of civil traditions that
Coornmasie so ostensibly bemoans.
Most respondents pointed to the fact the military pays scant regards for the rights of the
citizen. Under the military, the rule of law gives way to the rule of force as backed by
decrees, most of which make the police unaccountable for their actions. The police on
their own part have sought to use the decrees to explain away their gross violation of
human rights. In Human Rights Practices in the Nigerian Police, Nwankwo et a132 ,
observe that over time, the perception of the police force by the public has been that of an
unfriendly, brutal force. The result is that the expression "the police is your friend" is at
best seen by the members of the public as a wicked irony.
Under the military, the police gradually deteriorated. It became possible to
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cite them for the most heinous to the most trivial acts that violate the rights of the very
citizens whose friend they purported to be. The police was involved in innumerable cases
of extra-judicial killings of innocent citizens. A few examples will suffice.
On 15 May, 1991, Dr. Nwogu Okere, General Manager of Klinsite Nigeria Limited, an
advertising company in Lagos, was shot dead by policemen at a petrol station in
Gbagada, a suburb of Lagos. The police in a statement said he was shot for refusing to
stop at a checkpoint. Eyewitness accounts said that Okere was shot at point-blank range
after his car had pulled up at a police station. investigation by the Civil Liberties organi
zation established that his police assailants trailed Okere's car over a distance of three
kilometers before he was cornered and shot in cold blood.
On the night of 6 September 1992, policemen at a checkpoint in Yaba, Lagos, killed
Colonel Israel Rindam of the Army's Training and Doctrine Command. Rindam, dressed
in mufti, had come down from his car to find out what was holding up traffic when he
was shot. On discovering the identity of Rindam as a military officer, the policemen at
the checkpoint took to their heels.
In February 1992, Mr.Yekini Ganiyu, a commercial bus driver, was shot dead following
an argument over N10 bribe. Gbenga Otinn, another driver, met with a similar fate for
refusing to drop the demanded "toll" in the outstretched hand of a policeman.
On 27 May 1991, three persons were shot dead by policemen at a checkpoint near Ota, a
boundary town between Lagos and Ogun states. They were Andrew Esiri, a hotel
proprietor and his two friends, Dele Ojo, and Kayode Oladimeji, a nurse. They were
travelling in Esiri, Peugeot 504 saloon car when they were stopped at a checkpoint by
policemen who opened fire on them killing all three instantly.
On 20 September 1996, Fidelia Oguonu, a 52-year old widow was shot dead by a police
constable at a checkpoint at Oba junction in Anambra
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State. The incident occurred as a result of a disagreement with the vehicle in which she
was travelling.
On November 17 1987 two brothers, Sule and saka Dawodu were killed by a policeman
at a checkpoint along Adeniji Adele Street in central Lagos. The incident led to protest
against the police in Lagos and the involvement of a private legal practitioner to
prosecute the policeman who killed the brothers. Policemen who shot Dele Udo an
athlete who was in the country on holidays were tried following the public outcry that
followed the killing.
There are many more cases of extra-judicial killing by the police. Very often, I nothing is
done by the police to sanction erring officers as they seek to justify, their actions by
claiming that the murdered persons were armed robbers as if that in itself would be
sufficient excuse to legitimize cold-blooded murder. The few known cases in which the
culprits were prosecuted had to do more with the profile of the victims and the amount of
public outrage generated. Such cases in which legal sanctions have been applied include
those of the Dawodo Brothers33, Dele Udo34 and Colonel Rindam. Unfortunately, the
victims' families or next -of -kin very often decline to seek legal redress due to the great
cost in time and money that the enforcement of their rights in the courts invariably
involves.
Even though torture is outlawed by both the Nigerian Constitution and other international
treaties ratified by the country, it is still practiced as a routine by some members of
Nigeria Police Force. Section 34 (1)(a) of the 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic
of Nigeria states:
Every individual is entitled to respect for the dignity of his person and
accordingly no person shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman or
degrading treatment.
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The Dawodus were killed by a police constable in 1991. who was initially sentenced to death by a Lagos
High Court, and later commuted to seven years in imprisonment on appeal.
34
The police killer of Dele Udo, a Nigeria athlete then based in the United States of America was tried and
convicted.
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The African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights which has been domesticated in
Nigeria35 , similarly prohibits torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment
or treatment. The United Nations Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman
or Degrading Treatment or Punishment is, perhaps the most explicit in outlawing the use
of torture by law enforcement agents. Article 2 (1) of the convention states:
"No exceptional circumstances whatsoever may be invoked as a justification for torture."
Some of the torture methods adopted by the police and other law enforcement agencies in
Nigeria, include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Whipping with horsewhips and electric cables.
Hanging with the aid of ropes tied to ceiling fan hooks.
Shock batons and chairs.
Insertion of broomsticks or pins into the genitals of male suspects and
bottles into female suspects.
Mock executions.
Removal of fingernails and cuticles with pliers.
Denial of food and medical attention.

These methods are used at the early stage of detention when suspects are required to
make statements. For some policemen, this is shorter and easier than the due process of
arriving at the truth through careful investigation. Some other law enforcement agencies
that use torture as a method of extracting confessionals are State Security Service (SSS),
the National Drug Law Enforcement Agency (NDLEA), the Directorate of Military
Intelligence (DMI), etc. These agencies together with the Police were involved in the
series of extra-judicial killing, illegal arrests, detention and torture that took place under
military government in Nigeria, especially under the General San Abacha regime.36 The
Obasanjo government is now investigating some of the celebrated

35 As Cap. 10 of the Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 1990.
36 CLO, Annual Report, 1996, p. 3.
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cased are.
The phenomenon of ad hoc task forces such as Operation Sweep, as seen above, added a
more sinister dimension to the negative impact of military rule on police practices. The
justification for their existence has been that the worrisome levels of violent crimes and
the increased sophistication of criminals required a drastic, unusual response. In the
result, the establishment of task forces only acted to worsen the image of the police as an
incompetent and inefficient agency with the primary responsibility of controlling and
preventing crime. What is not also disclosed is the fact that huge sums denied the police
are voted for these task forces to do the job that the police might have been in 5 a position
to do were the moneys given to them to procure needed equipment and improve logistics.
As is often the case, several of the task forces are established without legal backing.
Where they are backed by law, they are given immunity against legal proceedings
through the ouster of the jurisdiction of courts to inquire into anything done or purported
to be done by them. The Rivers State Internal Security Task Force created at the height of
the Ogoni Struggle for minority rights and against environmental degradation through oil
exploration, carried out massive and horrendous human rights abuses without the
government doing anything to sanction its operatives despite the several cases made
public. On the contrary, its first commandant, Major Paul Okuntimo, was promoted
Lieutenant Colonel in reward!
The task forces usually had some policemen as members. This was one other way in
which the police learnt bad habits as they very quickly imbibed the culture of impunity
which. soldiers vaunt as a mark of bravery or good soldiery. It is little wonder; therefore,
that the great majority of respondents answered in the affirmative to the question whether
or not the long period of military rule has impacted negatively on the police force.
LACK OF EQUIPMENT
Lack of equipment for the police has remained a contentious issue in the national
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discourse on efficient and humane law enforcement. An analysis of newspaper stories
and articles in recent times show that majority of Nigerians believe that one of the biggest
problems confronting the Nigerian police force is that of lack of equipment occasioned
by inadequate funding. Although over the years budgetary allocations to the police have
increased, this has failed to match the clear needs of the police. A visit to any police
station will reveal the magnitude of the problem. From such basic things as buildings,
office space within the building, furniture down to even uniforms and kits, the Nigeria
Police appear ill equipped for its tasks. It is a different matter altogether when the
consideration shifts to patrol vehicles, communications facilities and computers. Many
police stations cannot even boast of a telephone! Apart from inadequacy, the police lack
the modem weapons needed to combat violent crimes, such that very often, criminals
boast superior weapons. It is commonplace that the police frequently decline to respond
to a distress call on the ground that there are no guns or that there are no vehicles to
convey them to the scene of crime! When they do respond, they take care to arrive after
the robbery or other crime has been completed and the suspects long disappeared. An
editorial in the National Concord of 2 June, 1999, opined that
"The police is acutely under-funded, its men ill motivated, and in
terms of enabling infrastructure it is ill equipped to cope with the
rising crime profile in the country. "
Successive Inspectors General of Police in the country, have consistently complained of
inadequate funding. Former Inspector General, Aliyu Attah, once said that over the years,
the problem of under-funding and under-establishment of the force has culminated in a
situation whereby the police is unable to cope with routine responsibility, hence the
justification for such ad hoc measures as represented by the phenomenon of Operation
Sweep.
TABLE D

RESPONSES ON THE GENERAL PROBLEM OF THE POLICE
PROBLEM
Lack of funds
Lack of equipment

RESPONDENTS %
531
40.04 %
271
20.44
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Poor wages
Lack of manpower
Corruption
Total

110
113
301
1326

8.3
8.52
22.7
100

The question of what constitutes the general problem of the police was put to respondents
in our questionnaire. Since an average respondent could very well accept all the problems
above, respondents were asked to tick the problems in the order of preference. 531,
respondents representing 40.04%, said the most important problem of the police was the
lack of funds. 271 or 20.44% said it was lack of equipment. It is however clear that what
occasions lack of equipment is the problem of funds, the general complaint of the police
being that the Force has been under-funded by successive military regimes. The only time
the police fared well, according to some respondents, mostly policemen, was in the
civilian administration of Shehu Shagari.
The newly appointed Inspector-General, Mr. Musliu Smith, told officers of the Zone Two
Command at Onikan, shortly after he assumed office, that the new civilian government is
very much interested in improving the welfare of the officers and men of the police force,
and providing logistics and equipment for the efficient and effective discharge of its
duties. On the challenges facing his men, the Assistant Inspector General, in charge of the
zone, Mr. Muktar Alkali, spoke of the need to pay salaries of officers and men promptly.
According to him,
"Stationeries, police books, forms and records are in acute short
supply, paving way for members of the force to source these
(necessary) materials from civilians who hawk these supposed
classified materials. This area if looked into would help to reduce
corruption, enhance the efficiency of personnel and early
dispensation of criminal cases. "
The new civilian governor of Lagos State, Ahmed Bola Tinubu, has said that the state
spends N 1 00 million to equip the police, a revelation that has left
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people wondering where all the money goes. ill his article, "Crime wave and the
challenge of policing the nation" Ben Akparanta in the Guardian Newspaper of August
6 1999 said a lot of people are asking questions about the money said to be spent by the
Lagos State Government when the police in the state parades a lot of obsolete equipment,
wondering how come the police as an organization is so much disoriented.37 He however
quotes a police insider who says that monies meant for the police appear to be
misappropriated or put to uses that make no positive impact on the welfare of the
ordinary policeman While finding a solution to the problems of funding for the police,
government must also devise ways of dealing with the corrupt tendencies of the
leadership of the organization, the insider said.
Back to the table: 110 or 8.3% of the respondents said poor wages was the major problem
of the police. ill interview sessions, Our survey team was told that the problem of poor
wages is inseparable from that of poor funding. Increase in funding and acquisition of
modem equipment will not solve the problem of poor performance if policemen were still
poorly remunerated, they said. Most of the police respondents bemoaned their poor
wages, blaming it for the corruption in the force. One police officer asked us whether it
was better that police men took N20 from commercial bus drivers or engaged in armed
robbery as some instances have shown. It would be recalled that a senior police officer,
Sunday Iyamu, was executed alongside a dreaded armed robbery kingpin, Lawrence
Anini and his cohorts in Benin sometime ago. He was found to be the main supplier of
the arms used by Anini and his gang.
Clement Nwankwo et al38 and Anthony Opara39 also identifies poor salaries as one of the
factors responsible for delay in the prosecution of criminal suspects. They trace a link
between poor salary and corruption in the force. In Law and Order Question in Nigeria,
Lai Olurode40 asserts that the poor pay of
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members of the police force does not reflect a commitment by government to the law an
order question but that it shows the state as wanting to police the society without the
police itself. Besides the matter of poor salaries, which many policemen say is not
commensurate with the work they do and the risk involved, what is even more appalling
is the fact that they are owed these miserable salaries sometimes for months on end! The
National Concord editorial referred to above also went further to observe as follows:
"Certainly it must be acknowledged that like most public
institutions in Nigeria, the police is acutely under-funded, its men
ill motivated, and in terms of enabling infrastructure, it is illequipped to cope with the elevated crime profile in the country. "
The paper suggested that one of the ways of restoring the dignity of the force is to
motivate its men through the provision of a better welfare package and modem facilities.
133 respondents, or 8.52%, chose lack of manpower as the major problem of the police.
We shall consider this issue later. 301 respondents representing 22.7% of the respondents
chose corruption as the major problem. We shall also deal with this issue later.
INADEQUATE TRAINING
In his biography,41 former Inspector-General Alliyu Attah states the obvious when he
says that for an effective and efficient police force in Nigeria, good training is very
necessary. He says that from inception, the leadership of the police force had emphasized
the training and retraining of its officers and men. He claims that during his tenure,
training was given a place of pride in the scheme of things. Going down memory lane,
Attah says that in the early years of the force, training was limited to criminal police
duties. Later, physical fitness and self-defense were added. He recalled that in 1921, a
police-training depot was opened in Obalende. In the following year, a police school was
established

41 Service at Kam Salem House (1999).
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in Kaduna and in 1932 another one opened in Enugu. More training schools were opened
in the 1970s during the tenure of Karn Salem. It was also Karn Selem who introduced the
Police Staff College for the training of officers. Later, a Police Academy was added to
the list of training institutions. The first set of cadet Inspectors and cadet Assistant
Superintendents of police started their courses in August 1993.
Apart from the police colleges, staff school, and academy, state police commands were
allowed to organize training, up to a certain level, for their officers and men. Policemen
also received training abroad but opportunities for this were rather limited to a few
officers. Over the years, there has also been an improvement in the syllabus of training of
police officers. In line with the changing needs of the society, more courses have been
added to cover the Constitution, Public Relations, Geography, Psychology, Computer
Science and French language. Others are History, Sociology, Statistics, and Criminal
Laws. The decision to improve the syllabus, a police source said signified renewed
efforts by the police authorities to improve its efficiency. On the surface, it appears that
the police force has the necessary structure to ensure that officers and men are well
trained. We will see soon how true this has been.
TABLE E
TRAINED

RESPONSES ON WHETHER OR NOT POLICEMEN ARE WELL

VIEW

NO

%

YES

501

37.8

NO

742

55.96

ABSTENTION

83

6.25

TOTAL

1326

100

The question whether or not policemen were adequately trained elicited the following
opinions. 742 of the respondents, representing 55.95%, said policemen are not
sufficiently trained for their job. 501 respondents, or 37.8%, held the contrary view,
believing that policemen were adequately trained. The majority of respondents in this
category were policemen. 83, or 6.25%, expressed no opinion. The view of those who
thought that policemen are not well trained is
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collaborated by the finding of a report on the prosecution of criminal suspects in
Nigeria42 The report stated that:
Another factor plaguing the police in their duly of investigating
crimes arraigning suspects in courts is the absence of requisite
skills and education in the police force. A good number of police
officers do not possess the necessary education or skill to tackle
the complicated nature of their duties
The respondents to our questionnaire and those interviewed pointed to poor handling by
the police of routine complaints, brutality, use of excessive force against people and lack
of courtesy as some of the evidence of lack of training on the job. They were also quick
to point an accusing finger at the military, saying that over the years, the military's lack of
respect for human rights has impacted on the police most of whom in the ordinary course
of interaction with citizens refer to them as "bloody civilians", a phrase whose origins is
in the army.
TABLE F

ASSESSMENT OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE POLICE
ASSESSMENT
F. GOOD
V.GOOD
GOOD
BAD
V.BAD
TOTAL

NO
321
72
180
436
317
1326

%
24.2
5.4
13.9
32.9
23.9
100

Respondents to the questionnaires used in the survey were asked to rate the performance
of the of the police. The greater number of the respondents, 436 or 32.9% described the
performance of the police as bad. 317 or 23.9% said the performance of the force is
VERY BAD. However, 312 or 24.2% rated
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the police as fairly good while 180 respondents, or 13 .6%, scored the police well. 72
respondents, or 5.4%, were of the opinion that the police had performed VERY WELL. It
should be NOTED, however, that all the respondents who rated the force very good were
policemen and this questions the objectivity of the view. In interview sessions, the police
discovered.
They said the main responsibility of the police in the society is to prevent crime and to
arrest and prosecute offenders, but that the police had failed to discharge this
responsibility satisfactorily. Those who rated the police fairly good and good said that
given the constraints under which the police work, they couldn't be blamed for the high
crime levels in the country. A respondent, Mr. Sam Ibemere, said that the crime level is
normal and should be expected of a developing nation. He pointed out that the United
States of America, in spite of its development in all fields of human endeavour, has a
very high crime level and this cannot be blamed on its police, which is a very advanced
force in terms of technological know-how. He said the Nigerian society is a fast
developing one and the rate of crime is rising faster than present law enforcement
mechanisms can cope with. He said there is nothing the police can do in the present
circumstances, adding that even improvements in equipment, training and salary of the
men of the force would not do the magic of reducing crime rates in the country.
Another respondent, Mr. Sam Nwankenta, said that the military should take the blame for
what he called the incompetence of the police, saying that over the years, the military
deliberately neglected the police so that it would not become so strong as to pose a threat
to them. A senior police officer reiterated the view already referred to above of a possible
fear by the military that a well equipped police force could nip a coup plot in the bud, and
that this is perhaps accounts for the neglect of the police by successive military
governments. The officer said that under the civilian administration of Shehu Shagari,
some armoured tanks were bought for the police force but that as soon as the government
was overthrown, the military regime headed by the duo of Generals Buhari and Idiagbon
confiscated the tanks. The ensuing impoverishment of the police in terms of equipment is
graphically captured in the report of a robbery incident in a national magazine quoted in
Human Rights Practices in the
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Nigerian Police.. Police guns, according to the report, were sounding "poa poa"
(intermittently) like an Ondo woman pounding yam" while the robbers'guns were
sounding "tatatata, like a scooter motorcycle." Respondents were unanimous in the view
that the police will improve under a democratic government.
ACCOUNTABILITY TO THE CIVIL POPULATION
It has been noted above that police operation, over the years, became so militarized that
the police lost their civil traditions. There seems to be agreement on this even among top
police officers. Ibrahim Coomassie, former Inspector General, said as much in his
acceptance speech while receiving an honorary doctorate decree from the Federal
University of Technology, Owerri interview sessions showed that a majority of
policemen do not consider the question of accountability a serious issue. For them, the
police as presently constituted, are an accountable force in that they answer to the
government in power. It does appear, however, that accountability to whichever
government is in power, irrespective of its nature and its attitude to the rights of the
people, is at the center of the problem between the police and civil society. Although the
decrees that emasculated the rights of citizens emanate from the military authorities (with
the police having token representation in the law-making body, albeit) it is the police that
is blamed. The reason for this is not fetched. It is the police that make the majority of
arrests and detains the highest number of people. It is the police that are sent to quell
demonstrations however legitimate and peaceful they may be, in furtherance of the aims
of the military-in-power. The question of accountability in a democracy was put to
respondents:
TABLE G

RESPONSES ON WHETHER OR NOT THE POLICE ARE
ACCOUNTABLE
VIEW

NO

%

YES

247

18.63

NO

913

68.85

ABSTENTION

166

12.52

TOTAL

132

100
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913 of the respondents, representing 68.85% of the total, said the police are not
accountable. 242 or 18.63% said the police are accountable while 166 respondents, or
12.52%, could not decide either way. The greater number who said the police are not
accountable based their opinion on what they called persistent disregard by the police for
fundamental human rights. Majority of those who said the police are not accountable
blamed it on the long spell of Military rule. It was therefore necessary to find out from
the respondents who, in their view, should control the police in a democracy:
TABLE H:

WHO SHOULD CONTROL THE POLICE FORCE?
VIEW

NO

%

THE PRESIDENCY

258

19.5

THE STATE GOVERNOR

160

12.1

LOCAL GOVT. CHAIRMAN

17

1.3

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY

170

12.8

POLICE COMMISSION

622

46.9

ABSTENTION

99

7.4

TOTAL

136

100

The majority of respondents, 622 or 46.9% were of the view that a police commission
should be established to control the police. This category included most all the police
respondents. 258, or 19.5%, said the office of the president should control the force. 160,
or 12.1 %, said the state governor should control the police force. A majority of people in
this category said the police should cease to be a federal agency and those states should
be allowed to establish their own police force. 170, representing 12.8%, said that control
of the police should be with the National Assembly. 99, or 7.4%, expressed no opinion on
the issue. Under the government of Shehu Shagari (1979-1983) a Police Affairs
commission controlled police operations. Most of the police respondents described the
era as the best in the history of the force. Understandably, most them clamoured for the
return of the commission. Under the new civilian government of General Obasanjo (rtd.),
a ministry has been created for the
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police with a retired soldier, Major-General David Jemibewon, heading it. It is yet early
to see how the ministry will impact on the police force.
IMPROVEMENT ON POLICE ICOMMUNITY RELATIONS
In his inaugural address on 2 January 1990 as Inspector General, Aliyu Attah, among
other things, announced that the Police-Community Relations Committee would be
reinvigorated and made effective at the grass roots. He said that selected members from
allover the country would meet with him once in a month. Zonal AIGS, he said, would
meet with members of the committee once every three months, while police
commissioners would meet with the committee once a month. He said that at the area
command level, Assistant Police Commissioners and Divisional Police Officers would
meet with the committee twice in a month. Membership of the committee was to be
expanded to include student leaders, drivers and market women.
The idea of a police community relations committee is to establish a bridge between the
police and the community within which they operate. This is based on calls for such a
committee and the realization by the police that the success of its operations largely
depends upon co-operation of members of the public. They further realized that a good
rapport between the police and its community would make the job of policing easier.
Committees were thus established at different levels including community leaders. In
March 1998, the FESTAC43 Police Community Relations Committee embarked on a NI 0
million fund raising campaign to support the police in its battle against crime in the area.
The money realized was to be. used in procuring basic equipment for police operations.
Such as patrol vehicles, motorcycles, walkie-talkies, etc. Several other committees have
embarked on similar projects to support the police.
There are some people who contend that through these committees a sort of civilian
oversight should be maintained. The committee, according to these people, should be
used as a kind of complaint commission where people can
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report the misdeeds of policemen. The committee would then take up the matter on
behalf of aggrieved citizens. Yet others are of the view that the committees should be
scrapped as they may be used to pervert the course of justice. These people reason that
some influential members of society who usually constitute the membership of the
committees use them to compromise policemen, intimidate them and in the process
pervert the course of justice. Responses on this issue were as follows:
TABLE I

SHOULD POLICE COMMUNITY RELATIONS COMMITTEES
CONTINUE TO EXIST

VIEW

No.

%

YES

1112

83.86

No

154

11.61

No RESPONSE

60

4.52

TOTAL

1326

100

Majority of the respondents, that is 1112 or 82.86%, would like the Police Community
Relations Committees retained. 154 respondents, or 11.61 %, did not wish that the
continued existence of the committees, while 60, or 4.52%, could not make up their mind
either way.
Pursuing the issue further, respondents to the questionnaires were asked whether
communities should help in buying equipment for the police. The responses were as
follows:
TABLE J

SHOULD COMMUNITY'S HELP IN BUYING EQUIPMENT FOR
THE POLICE?

VIEW

NO

%

YES

659

49.7

NO

494

37.3

ABSTENTION

173

13.0

TOTAL

1326

100
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As can be seen from the table, 659 out of the 1326 respondents, representing 49.7%
supported the view that the community should help in buying equipment for the police.
Some of the respondents said that a community should see buying equipment for the
police as a self-help project. They contended that if some communities can raise funds to
get electricity and pipe-borne water for themselves, there was nothing wrong in buying
equipment for the police towards enhancing their security. Government, some of the
respondents said, cannot provide everything; therefore, the people should help in the
development of their communities. Those who said the community should not buy
equipment for the police argued that the same people who buy equipment for them might
compromise the police. Matters of equipment for the police, they said, should be left for
the government. Among many of the respondents who reasoned in this wise were
policemen who related several instances in which some prominent members of such
communities sought to use their membership to curry favour from the Force.
3:9

CORRUPTION IN THE FORCE

A recurring negative decimal in the police force is the question of corruption. So
enormous is the problem that a whole book might have to be devoted to it in order to
begin to tackle it. Quoting a high-ranking police officer, S. Onwueme44 defines
corruption in relation to the police force to mean "a type of proscribed behaviour in
which the officer becomes involved in an operation in return for some actual or
potentially unauthorized material gain. Generally it occurs when an officer by the misuse
of his official position either improperly helps to expedite an unauthorized act to occur
and as a recompense for misusing his official status, the officer expects to receive
something of value which includes money, goods and services."
Onwueme identifies some major sources of corruption as:
•

.Arrest and prosecution of suspects.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic duties.
Delay in trial.
Destruction of exhibits and evidence.
Issuing of licenses and permits
Falsification of and tampering with statements.
Investigation.

However as Mark Finance45 noted, corruption is one of the most intractable of historical
problems to investigate in policing. Writing on Police and Govern1?lent: Histories of
Policing in Australia, Finance said that the recent years in Australia have highlighted the
obstacles to understanding its incidence and genesis. He said that the most popular image
of corruption of the policeman is in the tale of receiving money in return for taking or not
taking certain actions, adding, however, that in reality the varieties are many. For
instance, policemen receiving favours in the course of incidental actions, such as, bribes
for not issuing a ticket, etc. Such corrupt practices, according to him, involve the police
in direct remunereration to supplement their income.
Finance46 and Onwueme47 agree that the main focus of com1ption is taking or receiving
favour for taking or not taking certain actions. The police have over the years been
accused of corruption and some commentators have gone as far as saying that corruption
in the force is the main cause of incompetence and inefficiency in the force. A former
Commissioner of Police in Lagos State, Abubakar Tsav, tacitly agreed when he said in
Thisday Newspaper of May 12 1999 that:
"In my view, the following contribute to and sustain corruption in the police
force: poor conditions of service, tribalism, favouritism, indiscipline, inadequate
and delayed payment of salaries, lack of basic working equipment, etc48,".
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The former police chief said that corruption has been institutionalized in the force, but
only jln1ior officers and men get caught while their positions and high office protect the
senior officers. But in defense of the police, a former Inspector-General, Sunday
Adewusi, in a paper titled "Societal Need for Control and Law Enforcement said that
"corruption is not limited to the police force alone but because the average man looks up
to the police like the judiciary, for justice, fair play and protection, corruption in the force
stinks more than in other facets.
The question of whether the police are a corrupt organization was presented to the
respondents and the response is quite revealing.
TABLE k:

ARE POLICE OFFICERS CORRUPT?

VIEW

NO

%

YES

701

36.2

NO RESPONSE

145

2.9

NO

480

10.9

TOTAL

1326

100

701 respondents, representing 52.9%, said the police are a corrupt organization and that a
majority of policemen are corrupt. Most of them said that evidence of the corruption
could be seen in the manner policemen collect money from commercial bus and taxi
drivers. Some others pointed out their experiences at police stations where policemen
demanded money before they would release a suspect on bail. However, 480 respondents,
or 36.2%, did not think that the police force is com1pt. They argued that every society
gets the police it deserves and that what is regarded, as corruption in the police is a
reflection of the Nigeria society, which is largely com1pt. The respondents said
policemen were doing their best in a bad situation, adding that a situation in which
policemen are sometimes owed salaries for months does not make for a corruption-free
force.
A police force that is well provided for would be in a better position to fight
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Irruption from within, not one that is neglected, leaving its officers with little no options
of sustenance, they maintained. Among those who said the police are not corrupt can be
found most, if not all, the police respondents. They said the accusation of corruption
against the officers and men of the force were rather unfair, They said that with good
logistics in place, the police are equal to the task of policing the nation and ridding the
society of criminal elements. A senior police officer in Ibadan told us that there are
"internal mechanisms to deal with corrupt policemen. He claimed that no government
institution dealt with the issue of corruption as the police did, adding that police
authorities respond swiftly to proven cases of corruption. He described most 'the
allegations of corruption in the police force as mere talk and asserted at most of the times,
those who make the allegations fail to give proof. He said no police officer would want
to destroy his career because of a pittance. He could only admit that there were "a few
bad eggs in the force" whose number is so infinitesimal as to be insignificant 145 of the
respondents had no opinion on whether the police is a corrupt or not.
ANTI-CRIME TASK FORCES
As has been noted earlier, one of the more worrisome features of military rule in the area
of law enforcement was the practice of creating ad hoc military- styled task forces to
assume ordinary policing duties. In Lagos State, a task force code-named Operation
Sweep was established ostensibly in response the rise in violent crime and the apparent
inability of the police to cope with the development. Colonel Buba Marwa, who inherited
the task force from is predecessor, Colonel Olagunsoye Oyinlola, popularized the outfit
by quipping and funding it enough to lead to an appreciable fall in the crime level.
Consequently, other states emulated the Lags State model and a rash of operations burst
out:
Ogun State

Operation Wedge

Borno State

Operation Zaki

Oyo State

Operation Gbale

Imo State

Operation Storm
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Rivers State

Operation Flush

Edo State

Operation Wipe

Kebbi State

Operation Keep Away Criminals

Adamawa State

Operation Kunama

Kwara State

Operation Watch

Bauchi State

Operation Kwanta Kwanta

Yobe State

Operation Zaki

Anambra State

Operation Nkpochapa

These task forces were comprised of men of the army, navy airforce and police. In Lagos
State, Colonel Marwa injected so mush funds into the task force that it was no surprise
that they succeeded to a large extent in making Lagos State hot for armed robbers and
other criminal elements. Lagosians were, however, sharply divided on the question of
whether the task force was a success or a failure. Some applauded the crime fighting
abilities of the force while so many others accused the force of gross violations of human
rights. There were yet others who argued that the police would have performed better
with the incentive and logistics support provided for the task force. Chris Omeben, a
former DIG, now a pastor described the task force as "a duplication of what the police
stands for." In his recent biography In Thy Hands Oh God49, Omeben said the formation
of the task force was to spite the police, noting, however, that the police fell into the trap
of their detractors by not performing well. The former police boss was of the view that
the police would have done equally well were the support given to these task forces given
to them. All the policemen who spoke to us in the course of the survey decried the
incursion of soldiers into purely police work. They argued that soldiers are not trained to
fight crime, adding that the temperament to do this is lacking in the psychological
constitution of a soldier. They repeated the argument that the police needs a massive dose
of funds to acquire modem crime fighting equipment, saying with that in place, crime
will be so successfully controlled and prevented that no one

49 Sam Nwanze, In thy hands oh God, ibid.
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wouId see any justification for special task forces.
Many of the respondents said that singling out individuals for motivation will not solve
the problems in the long run. They urged the government to give attention to the welfare
of policemen. In all the states visited by the survey research team, it was discovered that
policemen live in badly instructed barracks that is better seen as shacks. Most of the
barracks visited were indeed an eye sore. On paper there is a comprehensive welfare
scheme for policemen, including an insurance scheme. But the reality is radically
different. According to Olurode50 there is apathy by the authorities towards officers and
men who are injured in the course of maintaining law and order. There are cases of police
officers that are abandoned to their fate when they are injured on active duty. It is,
therefore, not surprising that most policemen are reluctant to risk their lives in fighting
violent crimes, especially, armed robbery and assassinations.
The working conditions of the police are deplorable. A good number of Police Stations
lack such basic working tools as tables chairs and stationery. According to Ibrahim
Coomassie, the former Inspector General of Police an average police division (police
formation in a local council) requires four lories, two Land Rover jeeps, two salon cars,
four motorcycles, one set of wireless communication equipment, Stationery, including
books, bail forms and registers, to function effectively51 . But what is available is a far
cry from what is required. If a police division suffers such neglect, it can only be
imagined what the situation would be at a police station. A policeman at Abeokuta said
that policemen were the most patriotic of Nigerian citizens considering the near-absolute
lack of logistic support they face in the performance of their job.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This national survey conducted by CLEEN and the National Human Rights Commission
(NHRc) set out to find out the necessary factors that will enable the police perfOm1 its
constitutional functions under a democratic dispensation. This required an examination of
the factors that have hindered policing in the past. We started with the common
assumption that the long years of military rule have had an adverse effect on the
operations of the police force and that there is an urgent need for a well co-coordinated
re-orientation of officers and men of the Nigeria Police Force, if it is to function
satisfactorily in a democracy.
The study examined the origin and character of the police force and its development
under different kinds of government in Nigeria. There was an examination of the
problems that have plagued the police over the years'. It is on the basis of this study that
the following conclusions and recommendations are made on the way forward:
•

The police force as an institution is one that the Nigerian society cannot
do without. It is, however, necessary that an in-depth and comprehensive
refom1s be carried out within it to make it a force that will satisfactorily
discharge its constitutional duties without alienating, or making itself an
enemy, of the Nigerian people.

•

The recent decision to change the entry qualification for recruits into the
force from a School Leaving Certificate to an Ordinary National Diploma
or its equivalent is a welcome development, which we hope would help
to attract well-educated Nigerians to the force and enhance its training
progammes.

•

The police force should continue to be a federal structure but its control
should lie with a Police Affairs Commission that will also act as a public
complaint commission with powers to investigate complaints of abuse
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of fundamental rights by citizens. The commission should be composed of eminent
citizens and very senior police officers.
•

There should be a massive injection of funds into the police force so that
operational and logistics equipment can be acquired. Crime in our society has
become rather sophisticated. The police should, therefore, acquire up-to-date
weapons and equipment, which it deems necessary for the successful performance
of its duties.

•

There should be an improvement in the conditions of service of policelna1. This
will go a long way in removing any justification or predisposing circumstances
for corrupt practices or the extortion of the public in the performance of their
duties. There is no reason why the military should receive higher salaries and
enjoy far better conditions of service while policemen are condemned to wretched
salaries and conditions. While there are soldiers who may not go to war in their
entire career, policemen, on the contrary, constantly face danger in their bid to
maintain law and order. Given the importance of security for economic and social
development, the police acquire the status of a special agency.

•

Training, both local and international, should be given greater attention by the
police authorities. Police colleges, the staff school and the academy, should be
improved to meet international standards and to be able to design curricula that
would prepare policemen for the task of combating crime in an increasingly
sophisticated society. Retired senior police officers should be retained, perhaps as
consultants, to impart the benefit of their experience to the younger and upcoming
generation of policemen.

•

Police authorities should explore the possibilities of attracting foreign training for
their men and women, and in this respect, of enhancing cooperation with
international police organizations.

•

The knowledge of human rights among the majority of policemen is poor. This
might be as a result of the long period of military rule. Although
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policemen are taught the principles of the rule of law, in reality this is not put into
practice because military rule does not recognize the rule of law, In the new democratic
dispensation, policemen should be given intensive on-the-job training on citizens'
fundamental rights which they must uphold at all times.
•

Police authorities should put in place structures to motivate honest dedicated and
hard working policemen. In police locations across the country, the survey team
found highly educated policemen whose job schedules are far below their
academic qualification and competence. It was discovered that promotion in the
police force is a mill that grinds very slowly. This was found to be a major cause
of the low morale and disgruntlement that seems to have permeated and pervaded
the entire force. A system of reward should be put in place where officers are
promoted to the next rank as and when due.

•

A quota system that gives Nigerians from all the states of the federation equal
opportunity to join the police force should be rigorously enforced. The quota
system, should, however, be discarded after recruitment. It should not be used in
the promotion of police officers as this would promote mediocrity above merit
and, what is more, lead to resentment when more deserving officers are passed
over due to the demands of quota. Officers who enter the force at the same time
and on the same qualification should not be selectively promoted. Where this is
done, it should be for justifiable reasons of merit based on performance. This will
eliminate the accusation of nepotism levied against the hierarchy of the police
force.

•

Officers who through personal endeavour, achieved higher academic qualification
should be promoted accordingly. This will encourage others to strive for the selfimprovement.

•

The living conditions of policemen should be improved upon. Policemen live in
barracks built several years ago and which are poorly maintained. A typical police
barracks presents a truly sorry picture of a people abandoned to their fate. The
barracks lack basic necessities. Tapes are dry and electricity is a luxury. They are
over-populated and unhygienic, and there is an ever-present threat of an easy
spread of epidemics. The barracks should be physically improved and maintained
just as army barracks. Police authorities should organize the barracks that it would
be clean and fit for human habitation.
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CHAPTER FIVE
QPENING REMARKS BY ALHAJI ABDULLAM JIKA NPM mni
THEN DEPUTY INSPECTOR-GENERAL OF POLICE AND
CHAIRMAN OF THE OPENING CEREMONY
It is a great pleasure to be here today and to be chairman of this all-important seminar on
the roles and functions of law enforcement officials in a post military era. I am glad to be
part of this programme especially as it has to do with this new dawn when Nigeria is
about to launch herself into the league of democratic nations, and when all hands must be
on deck, to ensure a smooth take-off of the 4th Republic.
Virtually all establishments must be realigning now to get properly inclined for
democratic governance. This is the time to organise and galvanize strength in order to
brace up for the challenge of the moment. What the National Human Rights Commission
(NHRC) and the Centre for Law Enforcement Education in Nigeria (CLEEN) are doing
today is therefore one bold step in preparing law enforcement agencies for change.
I am happy to lend support to this effort and to effort that it is augury for lawenforcement agencies to come together and brainstorm on the way forward, we must
want to talk about inter-agency cooperation, human rights and law enforcement practices,
state security laws as well as constitutional and procedural demands on law enforcement
agencies.
This forum will help to bring a lot of things back to our consciousness. It may even bring
to the fore important questions, which are ordinarily taken for granted in a Military era.
There is bound to be a re-awakening, because the experience of the last fifteen years is at
variance with what should ordinarily be in a democratic setting.
With the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) at hand, we are certainly going to
stake our thirst for knowledge and get answers to our bewilderment, we will definitely
have and eventful and well balanced seminar.
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Of course we have had similar joint seminars in the past. The National Orientation
Agency (NO A) had in the past organised seminars for the Police throughout the country.
It started in Jos before they spread it to all the Eight Police Zones. These seminars were
meant to prepare the Nigeria Police Force for a democratic set up. Similarly, the National
Human Rights Commission (NHRC) last year July organised a two day seminar on police
powers/Responsibilities and citizens Rights and duties at which the Inspector-General of
Police delivered a moving keynote address. The idea was to create a very conducive
environment for a democratic society, which Nigeria is striving toward.
The Federal Military Government, in pursuance of this laudable goal, has set up a
committee to orient the personnel of the Armed Forces and the Police towards enduring
democracy in Nigeria, and very soon seminars and workshops are to be conducted to
prepare them for this, what we want to explore today is the approach to law-enforcement
in a democracy, as individual organisations and as interfacing agencies in lawenforcement duties.
I want to implore you, all, to use this forum to the greatest benefit of all the services,
clear all doubts, ask all questions and get well armed today, for the challenges you may
face during the next republic.
Finally, I wish to warn all law enforcement agents that Nigeria has come of age and
individuals are now enlightened and always ready to defend their rights. Gone were the
days you trample on citizen's rights and get away with it. Any one, who does that, does it
at his or her own risk.
I wish you all fruitful deliberations and thank the conveners and organisers of the seminar
for their thoughtfulness.
Thanks you and God bless.
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CHAPTER 6
KEYNOTE ADDRESS BY ALHAJI ALIYU A. ATTAH GCON
NPM, mni, FORMER INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE, TO
THE “SEMINAR ON THE ROLES AND FUNCTIONS OF LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES IN POST MILITARY ERA
Mr. Chairman:
participants and invited guests,
Distinguished Ladies and Gentlemen.
I feel highly honoured and privileged to be called upon to deliver a keynote address to
you on this important occasion. I am very delighted to address this body of eminent
personalities. This seminar on the role and functions of law enforcement agencies in post
military era, which you have organised is indeed very timely and purposeful, especially at
this time when the CO1n1try is witnessing a phenomenal rise and increase in our social
problems. I would want to first of all thank the National Human Rights Commission
(NHRC) and the Centre for Law Enforcement Education (CLEEN), the organisers of this
seminar for their foresight and sense of vision in drawing together very prominent
personalities from different works of life, to reflect and explore into a major problem that
require proper attention. I hope that the generality of our people will benefit from the
discussions and deliberations; hoping that suggestions and recommendations will go a
long way to ease or reduce to the barest minimum those problems law enforcement
agencies are likely to encounter in the post military era.
Let me digress for a few minutes before going on to discuss the specific subject matter.
Indeed, there are a number of law enforcement agencies in Nigeria, namely, the Nigeria
Police Force, the Nigeria Customs and Excise, the Nigeria Immigration Services, the
Nigeria Prisons Service, National Drug Law Enforcement Agency, etc. The roles and
functions of these law enforcement agencies compliment each other. They are not
monolithic but a fluid through which the laws of the country tick over. Since the
emergence of Nigeria as a
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political entity till date, these law enforcement agencies have a number of times.
Curiously enough, one would want to know some of those changes and re-organisations
the law enforcement agencies have gone through, But suffice it to state that time and
space would not permit me to go into such details. Nevertheless, let me have a cursory
look at few of them, since the complexity of the problems of intemal security is shared by
all the key law enforcement agencies.
THE NIGERIA CUSTOMS AND EXCISE
The British Colonial Government of Nigeria, set up the Department of Customs and
Excise in the second half of the 19th century. Its function at that time was basically to
collect import and export duties to finance the British Administration of the area. The
prevention and suppression of smuggling, which today form part of the primary
responsibilities of the Department, were not taken seriously in its early years. In 1945
however, the Customs Preventive service was established as a paramilitary arm of the
Department, to fight and prevent smuggling across the Nigeria land borders with the then
neighbouring French Territories of Niger, Chad, Cameroon, Benin Republic and along
the Atlantic Sea Coast of the country. Until then, the anti-smuggling function was
essentially the responsibility of The Nigeria Police Force. The Nigeria Customs and
Excise performs economic, security, as well as social functions for the country. For
instance it ensures that goods which are not imported or exported through approved
routes for necessary customs examination and release are intercepted. Also, prescribed
duties, are paid to the government through customs and that the amount paid are
appropriate and accounted for as prescribed by law. Indeed, in our contemporary time,
the Nigeria Customs and Excise service has a number of roles and functions as provided
by the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria.
The extent of those roles and functions are indicative that for their effective discharge the
Customs service must cover the whole country, starting from the borders. The enormity
of those roles and functions are brought in to focus when one tries to imagine the size of
the country and her borders with Cameroon, Benin, Niger and Chad.
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THE NIGERIA PRISON SERVICE
The idea of imprisonment as a means of punishing offenders was not foreign to many
communities in Africa. In Nigeria for instance, different tribal communities had their own
legitimate methods of dealing with deviant members of their societies. But when the
British Government assumed the responsibility for the administration of Lagos in 1861,
the evolution of an organised Prisons system began. The British Government
Commissioned Courts, constituted and appointed judges, including other necessary
officers. By 1872, Broad Street Prison had been opened to accommodate 300 prisoners,
but it was not. Until 1878 that the Prison Ordinance came into force. As the colony
extended its sphere of influence later in the century to absorb neighbouring towns and
villages, prison organisation was introduced to them.
Following the amalgamation of Northern and southern Nigeria in 1914, efforts were also
made to have a uniform standard of prison administration. There was the Prison
Ordinance of 1916 and Prison Regulations of 1917, which were positive steps, aimed at
establishing a Uniform Prison administration. Before the amalgamation of Northern and
Southern Nigeria, there were different arrangements for prison's administration. In the
Southern Nigeria, Police Department, until 1920 ran prisons when the Police ceased to be
in charge. In the North, Native Authorities operated prisons on local levels usually under
the day to day supervision of Chief Warder or Yari (in Hausa). However, they were under
the direction of the Northern Inspector General of Police who was ex-officio Director of
Northern Prisons.
After independence, a Nigerian was appointed Director of prisons, and the first
generation of Cadet Officers were quite fortunate, as they took over very senior position
which used to be reserved for expatriates. Rural to urban drift, and the increase in prison
population created a number of problems. Those prisons under the Native Authority
especially, were filthy, under-staffed and over-crowded. They were also used as avenues
for victimization of political opponents with the support of the local prison officers who
were on the pay roll of the councils. However, the Federal Government Prisons and
Native
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Authority Prisons were Unified under the Federal Prisons Service on April. 1, 1968.
Subsequently, a number of crash programme training schools were established in
different parts of the country. Decree NO.9 of 1972 was promulgated, in line with United
Nations Standard Minimum rule on the treatment of offenders adopted in 1958.
Through the Degree, Social Welfare Section was established to replace what was known
as "after-care service", and aimed at realizing actual reformation and rehabilitation of
offenders.
Manpower shortage which had plagued the Prison Service from its inception was also
tackled, and between 1971 and 1972, a lot of university graduates joined the service.
THE NIGERIA IMMIGRATION SERVICE
The Nigeria Immigration Department was carved out of the Nigeria Police Force in 1963,
and was made an extra Ministerial Department in the Federal Ministry of Internal Affairs.
The Immigration Act was enacted by the Nigeria Parliament in August 1963. The law
relating to admission, residence or employment of aliens is regulated and controlled by
Immigration Act and subsequent amendments. The immigration Act forms the basis,
which follows the principle of restrictive admission of Immigrants. Certain conditions
which must be fulfilled before and alien is allowed to enter Nigeria were also prescribed
by the Immigration Act of 1963. These conditions are:
(a) He must enter the country (Nigeria) through recongnised points of entry;
(b) He must not be a prohibited immigrant;
(c) He must have a valid passport or travel document;
(d) He must have valid visa I entry permit;
(e) His entry must not be prejudicial to" national interest".
Section 17 of the Immigration Act of 1963 dealt exhaustively with the class of person
(illegal alien) to be refused entry into Nigeria. Illegal Alien simply refers to an
undocumented worker or migrant or without inspection and deportable alien etc. The
determination of whether a particular alien could be classified as
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an illegal immigrant or not depends on:
(1)

Whether his initial entry is in accordance with the Immigration Act or the
protocol establishing ECOWAS, or the bilateral/multilateral agreement related to
the movement of persons;

(2)

Whether his subsequent residence after lawful entry is in accordance with
Immigration Laws and those establishing ECOWAS, or the bilateral/multilateral
agreements granting rights of residence;

(3)

Whether his activities are in conformity with his/her immigration status and with
other related laws governing employment of foreigners and establishment of
business in Nigeria. Indeed, the activities of aliens in Nigeria require continuous
and rigorous monitoring as regards possible breaches of international security and
espionage activities. Therefore, extra effort should be paid to the movement of
foreigners and their activities within the country

THE NATIONAL DRUG LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY
Nigeria is essentially a transit state, and by United Nations definition; a transit state is a
"state through the territory of which illicit narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances are
being moved", But it is logical to argue that Nigeria might gradually drift into a consumer
nation, if serious attention is not paid to arresting her "transit state" status.
Indeed, the C.I.D (now FIIB and under Interpol) of the Nigeria Police, is statutorily given
the assignment of interrogating and illicit drinks and drugs. Similarly, the Department of
Customs and Excise is responsible for prevention of importation and exportation of
prohibited goods. The Department of customs and Excise ensures that if and whenever
any person or group of persons Import any of such drugs into the country through any
approved ports or border stations, such consignment has to be inspected by the officials
of the Federal Ministry of Health. However, because of rampant cases of Nigeria's drug
peddlers arrested in many parts of the world, the government deemed it fit to establish the
National Drug Law Enforcement Agency (NDLEA)
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specifically to fight the Drug Couriers and Consumers.
Decree No. 48 of 1989 established the National Drug Law Enforcement Agency, with
wide powers to operate. Since the establishment of the NDLEA, it has had five executive
chairmen in the past ten- (10) years. It is however, interesting to note that four out of the
five chairmen were either serving or retired police officers, and made their marks in the
agency.
Mr. Chairman, I have mentioned the name of the Nigeria Police in all the Security
Agencies we have so far covered. I would now like to turn my focus on the Nigeria
Police Force.
THE NIGERIA POLICE FORCE
The right of any government to govern a people depends on it ability to provide a secured
and organised society. To this end, Nigeria operates a Federal Constitution, in which
fundamental human rights are guaranteed.
The following are examples of rights to the citizens:
(a) The rights to live
(b) The right to own family
(c) The right to own property
(d) The right to work
(e) The right to personal belief
(f) The right to reputation
(g) Freedom of religion
(h) Rights to education
(I) Freedom of speech
(j) Freedom of association
(k) Freedom of publication
(I) Right to the general advantages of social life in a welfare state e.g. the
use of
(m) Public roads, communications systems, legal rights through established
and free judiciary etc.
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The Constitution also created a Nigeria police Force with provisions designed to ensure
that Nigerians are actually enjoying the above individual freedoms.
In 1960, when Nigeria became an independent nation, the British bequeathed to Nigeria,
the Nigeria Police Force and Native Authority / Local Government Police in the Northern
and Western Regions, respectively. But within six years of our operation of that system it
was discovered that the Regional Governments used these other subsidiary Police
Services for their interests and to the disadvantages of their political opponents. Emirs,
Obas and Chiefs also used them to maximum advantages. Hence, the training and the
absorption of the Local Police services into the Nigeria Police for greater efficiency, was
decreed and effected.
Therefore through the Nigeria Police Force, the Government of the day provides
protection for the citizens' liberty, freedom and right to property and life. The police, by
law, are charged with the following duties: (a) The apprehension of offenders
(b) Prevention and detection of crime
(c) The due enforcement of all laws and regulations
(d) The protection of life and property
(e) The preservation of law and order
(f) The control and regulation of traffic; and
(g) Such military duties within or outside Nigeria as may be directed
by the Federal Government
And for that, Police Officers are given certain powers to facilitate the performance of
their statutory duties. Section 10 of the Criminal Procedure Act confers on the Police
powers of arrest without warrant. Also section 20 of the Police Act of 1943 gives the
police powers of Arrest without warrant.
History of Nigeria Police
The history of Nigeria as a country can be traced back to the history of Nigeria
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Police Force, vis -a-vis the exploration of the early European visitors and the expansion
of their trading activities to the hinterland, coupled with the spread of Christianity in the
country. The Northern part of the country had trading link with the Arabs from the
northern part of Africa. This link also led to the spread of Islam in the northern part of the
country. It is in the process that Islamic law enforcement and administration was
introduced in this large part of the country.
In this area of early contact, establishments such as Sultan or Emir as the King, Alkali as
the Judge, Dogari as the Messengers, Dandoka as Police were already functioning. The
study of the Nigeria Police History shows that the Nigerian Army and Nigeria Police
started as one body, known as Royal Constabulary. But as time goes on, it was split into
two bodies. The study of this would require extra time for effective coverage of the topic.
And since it is not the main area of the address it is therefore relevant that we end it in
that early formation.
As the Northern and the Western Regions, had their own police services, the two bodies,
known as N.A. (Native Authority) Police in the North and L.G.P (Local Government
Police) in west were in the early 1970s (to be precise in 1972) merged to form an
umbrella organisation of the Nigeria Police Force. The trainable among them were given
good training, and absorbed into Nigeria Police Force. The rest were allowed to phase out
with time.
It is pertinent to state that the visible communication gap between the Police and the
members of public he is employed to serve is partly due to the old prejudice, which was
inherited from the policemen of 1930. When the various constabularies were merged to
form the nucleus of the Nigeria Police Force as para-military organisations, they were
oriented towards the sustenance of the economic interests of the colonial power. They
were ruthlessly used to suppress any opposition or insurrection against the colonial
masters. Emirs, Obas and Chief also used them in their own ways and in the process they
incurred the displeasure and hostility of the public. These old ill feelings were bequeathed
to the Force by the old largely un-educated quasi police organisation of yester years.
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It is true that most of our present police public relations activities are geared towards the
eradication of these prejudices. In this regard, the police public relations department was
established for Nigeria Police Force image making. The present introduction of"Police
Community Relations committee" formed all over the states of the federation has helped
immensely. This arrangement made it possible for the Police in the local areas to work
with students, traders, farmer's etc as members of such committee. The Committee
members have says in the day to day duties of the police in their areas and may assist in
the provision of some necessary things/tools in the performance of Police duties. Such
tools include vehicles, communication gadgets etc.
1956/57 marked the year of change in the rank and file of the Nigeria Police Force, as
educated boys and girls with West African School Certificate were recruited as cadet
Inspectors. Years later, graduates were also enlisted as Cadet Assistant Superintendent of
Police was. Today we have over 20,000 graduates in the Nigeria Police Force serving in
all the state of the federation and in all the departments.
Although Nigeria gained her independence on October 1, 1960, yet for a total of 29 years
the Military have ruled this country. The system of governing the Country even changed
from Democracy to Dictatorship. Order of precedence changed in line with martial orders
of the Military Government. The Inspector General being one of the service chiefs that
formed the ruling body is elevated to number 7 in the hierarchy, following the Head of
State. By this arrangement, the IGP is placed above Ministers and the Chief Justice of
the Federal Republic of Nigeria in order of precedence/protocol. The Police became
favoured by the promulgation of Decree 2, which made the Police the Accuser, the
Prosecutor and the Judge in the recent time. The Military work in hand with the Police in
the areas of prevention of crimes and maintenance of law and order in the states.
Suspected persons and persons believed to be troubleshooters were picked up and
detained under Decree 2 or other laws of the Federation. The military personnel work
hand in hand in these areas with the Police. Example abounds in Operation Sweep, Tiger,
Zaki, Flush etc. These were introduced in some states of the Federation to combat
robberies
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and other violent crimes. This arrangement, adjudged to be a stopgap, is be commended
by many, as hardened criminals and nocturnal bandits are promptly rounded up, since its
inception.
In the performance of duties vested upon them, the Nigeria Police operate an effective
dragnet of measures designed to ensure the internal security of the country. But in spite of
the galaxy of security measures, the crime wave in the country is on a staggering
increase. This situation is however not peculiar to Nigeria. It is an unfortunate
phenomenon attendant on civilization. As society gets more and more sophisticated the
citizens develop new values about wealth and those with criminal propensities resort to
crime in order to catch up with the contemporary tempo of the society. This is quite
inherent in modernisation. Criminals in Nigeria are now using very advanced techniques
in committing crimes and to counter this trend the Nigeria Police are continuously
improving the training of its personnel. Staff College and Police Academy are the
products of such measures. Policemen and women are now being trained to cultivate the
right attitude and thinking consistent with the requirement of our fast advancing society.
Detective and Traffic training is being intensified to expose policemen to advanced
scientific techniques in crime detection and investigation.
There is no doubt that the need for a closer co-operation between the Police and members
of the public has never been greater than it is today. Our society is becoming
increasingly more complicated and educated. Unfortunately the criminals are not left
behind in these advancements, as their operations are equally being more scientific and
daring. The Police can only discharge their duties more effectively if the citizens of this
country are prepared to perform their civic duties and responsibilities by co-operating and
giving useful information to police. Given this optimum situation the task of the police in
ensuring the security of this country will be less hazardous. To this end the introduction
of"Police Community Relations Committee" earlier mentioned is relevant.
The police are expected to defend their paymaster (government in power),
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and they are even co-opted into the government. The Nigeria Police is a part of service
chiefs clique, the police is part of the Ruling Council, and the Police is also part of the
State Council, as well as members of the Executive Council of the thirty six (36) states.
Police is also a judge among the "Robbery Tribunal" membership. Police therefore,
would not have any moral justification to criticize any government in power. Since
Military rule is an aberration, there is no doubt that the long period of military
governance in Nigeria has seriously affected the Police-Civil tradition.
In offering protection against criminal victimization of whatever type, the Nigeria Police
Force is made to concentrate both its human and material resources on middle class
residential areas, such as Government Reservation Areas as opposed to Ugbowo area in
Benin City, Mushin in Lagos, Tudun Wada in Kani/Zaria, Gangare in Jos, Diobu in Port
Harcourt, Duruwa quarters in Bauchi etc. But it is the middle class living in the
Government Reservation Areas (that can and do afford the means economically, of
employing human and animals guards day and night) that are favoured. This should not
be the case and there is need for a change. The middle class is still not satisfied with the
police protection because a number of modem building in the Government Reservation
areas are designed and constructed like maximum security prisons with all doors and
windows heavily decorated with heavy iron bars that does not provide escape routes in
case of fire incidents.
Some writers on the Nigeria Police Force are of course biased against the Force, because
of its credibility rating. The decline in the image of the Nigeria Police Force, is the
outcome of a combination of several factors. Over the years, the problem ofW1der
funding and under establishment of the force has culminated in a situation whereby the
police are unable to cope with routine responsibility, hence operation sweep, tiger etc
surfaced. The inability of the police to provide protection and security has alienated them
from the citizenry. Deteriorating conditions of service, low wages, inadequate motivation
and bleak career prospects have combined to produce a morally enfeebled police force.
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Elsewhere, (see my Book on Service at Kam Selem House) I have discussed what I
considered as my vision of a more effective Nigeria Police Force. The foregoing remarks
are historical antecedence of some of the law enforcement agencies in Nigeria. An
interesting scenario in all these law reinforcement agencies was the presence of the
Nigeria Police Force. One can then logically argue that the Nigeria police Force remain
the Chief Law Enforcement Agency, and any disadvantage she faces, will also affect the
rest of the Law Enforcement Agencies. Also, success of the Police Force means success
of the rest of the Law Enforcement Agencies, especially under democratic governance.
As stated earlier, through the Nigeria Police Force, the government of the day provides
protection for the citizen against criminals and those who violate the citizen's liberty,
freedom and right to property and life. In fact, the Nigeria Police Force should treat all
citizens equally. Respect the constitution and fundamental human rights, and prosecute
without persecuting. In other words, the Nigeria Police are servants of the people in
carrying out their tasks and maintaining peace and order in the Nigerian society.
If Nigeria would want to beef up the Police strength with due cognizance to the United
Nations' guideline, then such increase would be too large for one Inspector General of
Police, and one D .I.G to manage effectively nationwide. Furthermore, in my book, I
made mention of 400,000 Police Officers being too large a force for one I. G.P and one
D .1. G to manage, but I have realised that, few persons who wrote articles on pages of
our newspapers misunderstood this. In some colU1tries where you have large area of land
and great number of Policemen and Women just like ours, they operate under various
local Force or services as they may be called. In the US, you have FBI, which operates
like our FIIB and National Guards which is very similar to our PMF, and other forces
under the various states control. I propose that ours should be semi autonomous. In which
case, the I.G.P should work like the Chief of Defense Staff through whom the
Government reach the various Police Forces (Admin and Finance as one, Operation, as
the second and FIIB as the third force.
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The Police as constituted now, is too cumbersome for effective administration and too
few functionally for internal security responsibilities. The Nigeria Police Force should be
split into two or three semi-autonomous formations to be headed by a Minister of Police
Affairs. These two or three formations would be:
(a)

Uniform Police to cover the duties of operations and training; finance,
administration and logistics. Each of these two branches is to be headed by a
Deputy Inspector General of Police, who would have the same status as Federal
Government Director General now known as Permanent Secretary.

(b)

Mufti Police, to be called Federal Investigation and Intelligence Bureau (FIIB). A
Director-General or Deputy Inspector General of Police should take charge of the
department. The position of the Inspection-General would remain as coordinator
of the activities of the Director-General (Mufti Police). The Inspector General
would report directly to the Minister of the Police Affairs. He should be
succeeded by any of his three Deputies who is considered to have the desired
personality and ability to the perform
the job efficiently and effectively.

With regards to the local intensive training of our police officers to prepare them for the
task of the change to civil rule, it is indisputable that a. wealth of experience abounds in
those retired but not tired police officers from the rank of commissioners and above.
These officers can be given short contract employment in the staff college/police
academy to train/impact knowledge to the young ones. Similarly, very good DSP to
DCPs can also be given short term contracts to lecture in the police colleges allover the
country (Ikeja, Kaduna, Enugu and Maiduguri.) These employment should be short term
Contract of few days in the years spread allover the year, for years, and to move from one
college to the other (these retired Police Officers, were trained both at home and abroad
in their days in the Force). These officers in Police Colleges should deliver lectures on
different aspect of Police duty. They should be programmed to move around these
colleges.
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Government should from time to time arrange a general upward review of remuneration
and conditions of services commensurate with the risky and demanding job of the Police.
The police are a special civil Institution, which is expected to provide protection to
persons and property. Therefore, those who opt to work in it cannot be rated as ordinary
civil servants, whose functions are not as strategic or as risky as those of the Police. Also,
Nigeria cannot afford to keep the Police force so thoroughly ill equipped, while the crime
culture is growing in sophistication and level of violence. The Police should be provided
with equipment to meet the challenges of the time and should complete the on going
development / contract on communication. Provision of vehicles and construction of
police posts in the right places allover the country need not to be over emphasized. It will
cost much money to do this, but unless it is done, Nigeria will remain a helpless hostage
of armed robbers, fraudsters and other criminals.
In spite of the frequent criticism of the force, the Nigeria police force has been preoccupied with the maintenance of laws, and the constitution have made it compulsory for
every Police personnel in the country to be accountable to the laws of the land. The court
provide various checks on the activities of members of the Police Force. There is
therefore, the general sanction of the law which allows for the arresting, charging and
sentencing of any Police Officer convicted for Offences through the performance of his
work, and duties, such as charges of corruption, assault, as well as any offences
committed while on duly.
The Police Officer, if suspected or charged with criminal offences, like any other citizen
in a civil governance, the officer is entitled to the same safeguards as any other person in
a similar situation. The emphasis here is that within the Police, there are in built
sanctions, rules of procedure and strict code which govern the activities and life of a
Police Officer. These checks and balances are put in place to address the much larger
issue of accountability, which is a crucial element in all-democratic institutions. In fact,
Police officers are not only bound by the requirement of the law of the land, but are
equally bound by the Police Act, which clearly spells out the practices and procedures to
be followed in the Nigeria Police Force. There are therefore in-built Rules and
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Regulation through which the Police are bound to be accountable and sustain democracy
at large. We need to re-orient our values, aspirations and ideals for the Fourth Republic.
"The fault is not in our stars, but in ourselves that we are underlings," Now is the time for
action. Training and retraining is the keynote for efficiency. Welfare and retraining is the
keynote for efficiency. Welfare of these people is equally important. The provision of
working tools is also important and very necessary. To this end, the government must
arrange a system where some officers should be sent to advanced countries to study their
Police formation and return to Nigeria to work in Police institutions as instructors. In
such institutions, "Human Right" must form the best part of the training syllabuses. The
Nigeria Police must be assisted by the officers and men of Immigration, and Customs
and Excise Departments to seriously address the frequent invasion of this country by the
so called "rebel soldiers", from our neighbouring countries. Those criminals enter Nigeria
at will, to kill and rob our people, with impunity. The combined officers and men of the
three internal security agencies earlier referred to must halt 1rafficking in arms and
ammunition across the border.
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CHAPTER 7
POLICE-COMMUNITY RELATIONS IN NIGERIA: WHAT
WENT WRONG?
Etannibi O. ALEMIKA 52
Introduction
Ideally, police ought to be agents or servants of society. When this is the case there would
be no division and hostility between the police and their community. However,
observations and research reveal that police are often in conflict with large segments of
the population of their society. This is so for two important reasons. First, modern
societies are heterogeneous in social and economic composition. Therefore police cannot
maintain neutrality in respect of competing and antagonistic social and class relations.
The police are enmeshed in the conflicts within society. Second, police are agencies of
the state employed to enforce the laws that are made by the rulers and to maintain the
social order in which the interests of political and economic power-holders are paramount
or dominant. The enforcement of the laws and maintenance of social order which
promote the interests of the rulers to the detriment of the vast majority of citizens by the
police, inevitably put them in hostile relations with their community.
The story of the relationship between the public and the-police in Nigeria, always elicit
mixed reactions. This is because the public - police relations in the country have tended
to be characterized by deep-rooted conflict, prejudice, corruption and violence. But this
problem is not unique to Nigeria (White, et al. 1991). It is rather a universal feature of
police-public relations. However,
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the problem varies in terms of pattern, intensity and intricacy across different nations and
times.
Police - community relations in Nigeria have been generally hostile, since modem
professional" police was created in 1861 by the British colonizers. In this Japer, we argue
that a range off actors; principally, the social structure of society and the general
character of police forces and policing determine police-public relations. These factors,
we suggest, influence the nature of relationships between the police and community or
public, particularly in the context of police functions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crime prevention;
Response to distress call by crime victims;
Detection and apprehension of offenders;
Recovery of lost property;
Stop and search;
Arrest;
Detention;
Bail'
Investigation;
Prosecution;
Social services.

Contacts between the police and the citizens are characterized by anxiety. This is more so
for those who are poor and powerless. Yet most police activities, especially law
enforcement "are structured organization and ideologically against the marginal strata"
(Brogden, 1982: 203); which explains the hostility between the police and groups of
people marginalized from power and economic resources.
Social Structure and Policing.
Any attempt to understand policing and police-community relations must begin with the
analysis of the social structure that is policed. Fundamentally, police forces are created to
defend the prevailing social structure. The term, social
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structure is used here rather liberally to imply social order - the dominant social, political
and economic organizations and the contingent inter-class and inter-group relations in
society.
Policing and police-community relations must inevitably reflect the political, social and
economic divisions in society. To the extent that police forces are created by the rulers,
police are deployed to protect the interest of the rulers and. to punish, harass, and if need
be liquidate the opponents of the rulers, this is the essence of policing.
The character of police-community relations will therefore be determined by the extent of
division, inequality and conflicts between the rulers and the rest of the society. Policepublic relations will be positive if society:
(a)

Runs a democratic government;

(b)

runs an economic system in which concern for growth, equity and welfare
are given due priority;

(c)

Maintains legislative and judicial systems, which ensure the due observance of
rule of law as well as the protection and promotion of human rights. Conversely,
a totalitarian or repressive regime will create conditions for hostile police-public
relations; the pillar of a totalitarian society is a police state.

According to Blumberg (1979:64): "The modem application of the term police state is
usually made with reference to totalitarian regimes and their pervasive' control over the
lives of people. All police power is in the hands of an oppressive regime, which does not
have any degree of accountability. A totalitarian regime depends almost entirely on the
use of arbitrary omnipotent and pervasive police power Modem weaponry, the speed of
travel and communication, make it easy for the police to become the perfect
instrumentality for the effective surveillance, control, and rooting out of dissidents or
potential opponents of any kind. The modem totalitarian police state knows no restraints
of due process, equity, fairness, reasonableness, or justice. Its hallmark is ruthlessly
administered, varying degree of violence at population targets which are deemed
threatening, unpopular or "dangerous" (emphasis in the original)."
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We must admit that Nigeria was largely a police state between 1994 and June 1998. All
constitutional restrictions and the restraints of due process and justice were disregarded
with impunity by Abacha regime. Blumberg points out that: "The term police state does
not necessarily apply to a nationally organized police, since democratic regimes in the
United Kingdom, Denmark, Sweden and France are examples of democracies where the
police are organized on a national basis. The test is not whether the police are nationally
or locally organized, but whether the police and other instrumentalities of government are
accountable in law to the courts, the legislatures, the executive branch, and are ultimately
subject to all the people and their decision - making bodies (p.64)."
The problem with police - public relations in Nigeria, is fundamentally, that the police are
not accountable to the people. They consider themselves to be accountable to the rulers
who often are neither legitimate representatives of the citizens nor accountable to the
people. And this is true of colonial government as of the post - colonial civilian and
military regimes. The first and fundamental problem with police-public relations in the
country is that the nation's successive governments were largely not the expression of
aspirations, interests and will of the people, they were often (a) usurpers of people's
power and sovereignty through violence (coup) and electoral fraud, and (b) exploiters of
the people, who foist or impose policies and prograI11mes that promote their own
enrichment as well as mass poverty, ignorance, homelessness, ill-health, etc. on the vast
majority of the population. These conditions foster antagonism between the government
and the citizens. Police are recruited to suppress the opposition of the citizens against the
government. In the circumstance, police-public relations cannot but be hostile.
Elsewhere, we argue that:
"Police are guardian of social order. As an institution, the police force, helps to preserve,
fortify and reproduce the prevailing social order, and is hardly Catalyst for its change.
Thus when a social order is oppressive, exploitative, and unjust [as in Nigeria], the,
police preserve it by suppressing and defusing
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demand for democracy and elimination of oppression and injustices. Similarly in a
democratic, just and equitable society, police have greater chances of serving as vanguard
for social democracy, human rights and Social-economic justice. The message, therefore,
is that the role and performance of police are dependent on the political and economic
structures of society (Alemika 1993a p.59)"
A number of criminological research on police in Nigeria (Odekunle 1979; Alemika
1986; 1988; 1993a, 1993b; 1995 and 1997; Ahire 1991) reported that successive police
forces in the country were organized as paramilitary forces which were employed by the
rulers against their opponents (especially anti-colonial nationalists, students, workers,
political opponents, and recently, human rights activists). The police mirror the gulf and
conflicts between the rulers and the citizens. That the police is conceived and used as
instruments of the rulers can be seen from the employment of police as bodyguards or
orderlies by top government officials, not only as a status symbol, but perhaps as part of
paraphernalia of office, used to defend themselves from the wrath of the people they
oppress, suppress and exploit (Marenin 1985). The rulers as a shield from the people
thus, use the police.
Public hostile towards the police may be explained as displaced aggression. The target of
public hostility is often the rulers, but because the police often shields them, the people's
anger is directed at or deflected to the police which they see as obstacles to their target.
Police hostility toward the public reflects, two phenomena. First, having been alienated
from the public coupled with what they see as hostility and 'dangerousness' of the people,
the police are psychologically oriented towards identification with the rulers in exchange
for the security of their job and social significance. Second, the police are abused by the
rulers because objectively most police personnel are also victims of unjust social,
economic and political policies and relations. Nonetheless, as psychologists and domestic
violence research have shown, a victim may be bounded to his or her victimizer due to
economic dependence and social isolation. The police feel dependency on the rulers,
whose interests they must defend at the expense of their own redemption through alliance
with other oppressed and exploited groups in society.
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The hostile public-public relation in Nigeria is a product of conflict-ridden social
structure and antagonistic relations between the rulers and the citizens. In a society like
this, Bowden (1978:27) lucidly argued that the police serve:
" ….As a buffer between governing elite and the masses. One of the prime functions has
been that of diverting opposition from political elite by drawing it upon themselves. Thus
they become both the recipients and the source of much political resentment, frustration
and violence ... Attacks upon the police, both verbal and physical, are a constant factor in
social and political life. The police culture and personality, which major features, are
"pessimism, resen1ment, cynicism, and bureaucratic insulation (<biblio>) further stress
police-community relations.
General Character of Police Forces and Policing.
The nature of police work creates problem for police-public relations. Most police forces
were established in response to threats to the social order and dominant interests
(Tamuno 1970; Shane 1980; Institute for the Study of Labor and Economic crisis 1982).
According to the Institute for the Study of Labor and Economic Crisis (1982), "'the main
function of the police has been to protect the property and well-being of those who
benefit from an economy based on the extraction of private profit" (p.12). Police
bureaucracies are organized to manage (detect, investigate, sort out, sieve, arrest, detain
prosecute, harass) those considered to be dangerous for the preservation of the status quo.
To enable the police perform the function; they are granted power to use coercion and
violence (Das 1983 :54).
Police are given contradictory mandates - to enforce the law, maintain order, and render
social services (Skolnick, 1966; Kayode 1976; Alemika 1993a, 1995, 1997; Alderson
1979). Skolnick (1966) argue that law enforcement understood as legality/due process
may be eroded by undue concern with order maintenance by the police. Usually,
suspicion, hostility, and violence often characterize police-community relations because:
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"Politically, the police constitute a social lighting rod. Protests of all kinds directed at any
of the varied institutional subsystems of ...society, invariably become confrontations with
the police before they clash with the intended target of their grievances. In the process the
anger and the fury of a protest movement are diverted, diluted and sometimes even
extinguished. The initial quotient of hostile is redirected at the police, who become the
barrier that must be surmounted and subdued before the movement can address itself to
the programs and priorities of its original agenda. It is in this role that the police serve
their most important function in society- that of acting as a buffer in insulating and
protecting existing political and social structures (Blumberg 1979:58)."
It can easily be seen, how in Nigeria, protests against government policies by students or
workers, often attract police intervention and brutality. Subsequently, the police
intervention diverts attention from the issues that gave rise to protest. Debate about police
handling of demonstrators displaces the substantive grievance. In the end, the original
grievances are forgotten, or abandoned in favor of police bashing or scape-goating. This
is not accidental, but also part of state's mechanism for using the police as a buffer and
boundary maintenance agency.
Besides law enforcement, tl1e police also: perform a further more subtle role in acting as
a controlling radar calculated to keep a society within structural confines that tend to be
somewhat narrower than its state ideological commitments. Thus the police are vehicle
by which the limits, boundaries and permissibility of social tolerance are tested
(Blumberg 1979:58-59).
By definition, police function entails defending the interest of some groups while
undermining the interest of some other groups. The police relationship with different
segments of society will be influenced by the extent to which their interests are
incorporated in the definition of public interests to be defended by the police. The laws,
which the police are called upon to enforce, are often instrument for controlling and
disciplining the masses, and those occupying the marginal strata of society.
Consequently, the police are organized against a large population in a nation with gross
political and Socio-econornic inequalities
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between a minority ruling clique and an oppressed majority (Bowden 1978; Brogden
1982; Odekunle 1979).
Another source of strained relations between police and the public is the nature and scope
of police powers. The police are granted enormous powers by 'c laws and constitutions.
The exercise of such powers may and often adversely, affect the freedom of a large
proportion of the population in any society. Often, the public resents the exercise of
police powers. The police may trace the public resentment against police powers to the
effects of those powers as well as their misuse, For as Blumberg (1979:104) argued:
"Powers-granted [the police] by law and Judicial authority – convince many
police officers that they are not merely servants of the law, but are in fact masters
of the law. From this base, some police officers develop the rather peculiar
philosophy that they can in good conscience exploit the legal mantle of their
authority for their own
purposes."
The exploitation and misuse of police powers are manifested in police corruption and
brutality - two characteristic behavioral features of the Nigerian police. Misuse of police
powers creates negative police image and police-community relations.
Police - Community Relations.
Literature has shown that the relationships between the police and the community are
enhanced where there is extensive and cooperative interactions between law enforcement
officials and the citizens. Police are not only seen as members of community but social
service administrators. This situation, however, can only exist where the level of
antagonism created by oppression and exploitation is minimal. To offer social services to
the public, the police agency must be properly equipped and trained. These conditions are
absent in Nigeria. Most official encounters between the public and police in the country
occur at the check-points where the law enforcement officers harvest bribes, or at police
station where police will insist on being bribed before a suspect
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can be released on bail, pending investigation or being taken to court; or during riot
control when police seemed determined to 'kill the citizen and go' It is in these contexts
that most contacts between the police and citizen occur, and these do not create positive
image for the police. The police also fail to employ pro-active and positive information
dissemination approach to project their good deeds.
Police should realise that it is not enough to blame negative criticisms of their actions on
mischief. They need to cultivate public understanding and cooperation by being efficient,
training aI1d helpful, civil to the public, patient and willing to explain their actions and
problems to the citizens. Police powers and draconian laws cannot earn police the
legitimacy and cooperation that they need.
Police presence may reassure the citizen of their safety. But it is equally true that the
presence of police conjure, up images of surveillance, inconvenience, embarrassment,
frustration and indignation' (Clark 1965) as well as prospect, of coercion and violence
among the public. The police are not spared of anxieties in their encounters with citizens.
The research literature has long established the fact that contacts between citizens and the
police reflect more than a simple exchange of information, or an officer's effort to enforce
the law. Undercurrents of pre-established perceptions, prejudices, knowledge, and
presumptions color both sides of these exchanges. Citizens often bring to the interaction
an array of attitudes and preconceived notions about the police and their conduct that
sometimes are inaccurate. These include pre-held perceptions of officer insensitivity,
prejudice, incompetence, and abusiveness that color the citizen's receptiveness to the
officer's efforts at interaction and communication.
Likewise, the officer brings to the interaction a similar attitude of presumptions,
prejudices, and perceptions of the citizens. Prior research has established that the officers
is... prejudiced, callused by contacts with undesirable and unrepresentative population
elements, The mutual misunderstanding, mistrust and hostility between the police and
public can be minimized by effective communication and dialogue. Good police
community relation is essential to police efficiency as well as personal safety and public
security. The police will
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also be relieved of occupational pathology and psychological stress, which suffer partly
because of their antagonistic relationships with the public.
According to Westley, "a policeman...regards the public as enemy, feels his occupation to
be in conflict with the Community and regards himself to be a lab. The experience and
the feeling given rise to a collective emphasis on secrecy, an attempt to coerce respect
from the public and a belief that almost means are legitimate in completing an important
arrest (1953: 35).
We can from the appreciation of police occupational pathology understand i1 the
antagonistic relationships between the police and public in the country as well as the
problem of police brutality. The absence of a democratic and accountable government in
the nation provides a conducive atmosphere for police corruption and brutality to thrive
and become chronic and epidemic. Nigeria's successive governments at all levels
demonstrated a gross lack of respect for human rights and dignity. It is these conditions
that account for police brutality and corruption as well as torture inflicted on suspects and
convicts by our security agencies.
The adverse relationships between the police and community in Nigeria, is not entirely
the fault of the police officials. The police as an institution was established by colonial
authorities, and sustained by post-colonial governments, not as 'people’s police but rather
as instrument of coercion, suppression and brutalization of the citizens (Tamuno 1970;
Ahire 1991; Odekunle 1979; Alemika 1993b; 1988; Ohonbamu 1975). As a result, the
police forces were established as occupation forces established by British colonial
government were employed in various colonial wars and punitive expenditures (Tamuno
1970; Ahire 1991; Alemika 1993b). This history of repression is a source of
continuing alienation of the police from the Nigerian public.
The social structures of colonial and post-colonial Nigeria produced repressive police and
hostile police - public relations. The public also tends to lack adequate understanding of
police functions and powers under the Nigerian's (Okonkwo 1966). Thus lawful police
acts are sometimes misunderstood I resisted. Researches have shown that police do not
tolerate challenge to their powers and will resort to force and violence to enforce it
(Skolnick
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1975). The consequence of this also, is hostile police-community relations.
Police Corruption and Brutality, and Police-community Relations
The nature of police-citizens contact is very critical to the assessment of and support for
the police by the community. According to White, et al (1991):
Interacting with citizens constitutes an important part of a police officer's daily activities.
Many aspects of these interactions have the potential for influencing how the police and
citizens perceive and evaluate each other and, more importantly for influencing the
effectiveness with which officers are able to do their job. Research over the years has
established the fact that contacts between officers and citizens influence policecommunity relations in major ways often for the worse. This is especially true of those
contacts that citizens evaluate negatively (p. 275).
ill Nigeria, majority of police-citizen contacts are evaluated negatively (Alemika 1988,
1993b, 1995; Odekunle 1979; Ahire 1991; Ibidapo-Obe 1995). It should be stressed,
however, that the negative evaluation that characterize majority of police citizens
encounter are not due to police misbehavior alone. A lot of organizational and
institutional inadequacies -poor training, inhuman working conditions, office and
residential accommodation problems, inadequate ammunition (Kayode 1976; Osoba
1994; Alemika 1997) within the Nigeria Police Force contribute to police ineffectiveness,
inefficiency and even insensitivity, all of which create enduring negative police image.
lbidapo-Obe (1995) reports, what is common knowledge about police in Nigeria
(Coomassie 1996, 1990;.Nwankwo et a11993; Alemika 1993b), that police brutality is
common in the course of crime control, crowd control, management of protests and
demonstration, investigation; and at checkpoint. He notes also that police brutality occurs
in the fom1 of extra-judicial killings, summary execution of suspects, and revenge
killings. The image of the police had also been soiled by the reported involvement of
policemen in armed robbery and employment as hired assassins (Ibidapo-Obe 1995: 6878). During
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criminal investigation and interrogation, due to a combination of poor training,
inadequate infrastructure, and absence of respect for due process and human rights, police
resort to torture to extract confession and information. Torture methods used by the
Nigerian police, according to Nwankwo et al (1993: 38) include beating, with sticks, iron
bars, wires and cables. Other torture methods include sticking pins or sharp objects into
the private parts of suspects, shooting of suspects on the limbs; use of cigarette lights to
inflict burns on suspects. These and other practices, such as arresting a relation of a
suspect as substitute create indelible negative impression of the police among those
subjected to these cruel and degrading treatments. Extra-judicial killings and summary
executions by security agencies have their foundation in totalitarianism – a government
that legislate and condones the suspension or erosion of fundamental human rights, rule
of law and due process, and Socio-economic justice and welfare. A totalitarian regime
breeds police vigilantism which "seeks to preserve existing property relations, uphold
conservative political economic, social and moral values, administer retributive justice
and preserve law and order" (Bowden 1978: 97). Crisis of legitimacy can also rise to
police vigilantism which:
"Can occur either where the police perceive an absence of effective law or where a
regimes encourages such action, or chooses to ignore it, in order to maintain the status
quo, preserve an autocratic regime or rapidly cauterize an internal political crisis... The
end product is ...a rough, crude and effective justice that knows little clemency or
moderation. Police vigilantism can take many forms and occur in a variety of
circumstances, it is most often associated with crisis politics and the wish to preserve the
existing order of thing at any price (Bowden 1978: 95)."
Military rule in Nigeria has militarized all our institutions, including religious and even
civil society organisations. Thus militarized policing and police vigilantism in the nation
symbolize a trend that has been implanted in the social structure to make it insular to
change towards democracy, economic development and equity, and educational and
technological advancement.
Police corruption is also a major source of police-community hostility.
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Corruption is an epidemic vice, which plague the rulers and individuals in that various
strata of Nigerian society. No one will therefore, expect the police to be an 'island of the
incorruptible.' However, police corruption illicit serious concern for three significant
reasons. First, the police are expected to be moral as well as law enforcement agents. If
the police which are employed to prevent and detect corruption, and bring culprits to
judgment are themselves strikingly corrupt, the society's crusade against corruption is
guaranteed to fail. Second, the police exercise powers that have profound implications for
the life, property, safety and freedom of citizens, who feel exceedingly vulnerable,
insecure and powerless. Third, police corruption is often tantamount to extortion, a form
of robbery or demand with force. These dimensions of police corruption explain why the
public is threatened by such practices within the police force. The most significant source
of negative police-community relations is corruption. Corrupt motive is also a source of
police brutality. In many circumstances, police brutality is a means of coercing
individuals to succumb to demands for bribes, and at some other time, it is a punishment
for not cooperating with the police in their demand for gratification.
The police are not unaware of the widespread problem of police corruption and extortion,
and their negative effects on police performance and police- community relations. Then
Inspect-General of Police, Alhaji Ibrahim Coomassie, has been known to be very
concerned about police misconduct. Unfortunately, blatant extortion of money from
motorist is at the most notorious level in the history of police in Nigeria. In spite of the
efforts of anti-corruption squad in the police resulting in the arrest and dismissal of dozen
of police officers during the past three years, the problem remains in epidemic
proportions to varying degree across the police commands.
In 1990, while he was an Assistant Inspector General, and the Force Secretary,
Coomassie expressed his concern over the "spate of disciplinary offenses" against the
superior Police Officers (SOPs):
"These officers engage in various forms of misconduct, including:
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corruption... negligence of duty, abuse of office, insubordination disobedience to
lawful order and incivility to members of the public... Criminal offenses bordering
on stealing/theft, armed robbery, rape, forgery and altering, misappropriation of
funds, obtaining under false pretense, extortion and demanding by menaces...
some SOPs are known to have bought stolen cars, engaged in smuggling
activities, dealt in dangerous drugs and planted in unsuspecting victims. The rate
at which these incidents occur is not only alarming but an embarrassment to the
Force. The pity of it all is tl1at these disciplinary offenses are committed by those
who are supposed to be the shining examples to subordinates (1990: 1)."
This catalogue of police deviance is a clear indication of the sources of negative police
image and hostile police-public relations in Nigeria. It should not be presumed that
corruption is higher in the police than in other sectors of society. However, it is open - at
the checkpoints and stations - routine and degrading within the force police corruption,
especially in return for cooperation with criminals and negligence of duty at checkpoints
pose security threats to the citizens and the nation.
A report of' sources/causes' of poor image of Nigeria police compiled by the Planning,
Research and Statistics Department of the National Orientation Agency in 1994,
identified the following factors that negatively affect police image and police- public
relation in the country:
(a) Exaggeration evidence in court, by the police;
(b) Use of unnecessary violence
(c) Poor management of public demonstrations and processions;
(d) Incivility to members of the public;
(e) Unnecessary delay in attending to complaints
(f) Poor handing of firearms;
(g) Ruthless activities of the mobile police;
(h) Poor discipline and unhealthy fraternization between junior and senior police officers;
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(I) Collection of bribery from commercial vehicle drives, suspects and the public;
G) Use of physical violence during investigation;
(k) Collaboration with criminals;
(1) Conversion of property seized from suspects, to personal use;
(m) Negligence of duty;
(n) Extortion of money before granting bail to suspects;
(0) Pathological hatred for students.
The report, however, attributed some of these behaviours to poor working conditions, and
remuneration; inadequate facilities and training.
The impression has been widely created that the police authorities in Nigeria abstain from
disciplining erring officers. Such impression was created by the publication entitled: The
Nigerian Police Force: A Culture of Impunity (1992} by an American organisation Lawyers Committee For Human Rights. It reported that:
"A disturbing aspect of police abuse in Nigeria is the impunity enjoyed by
violators. The Nigeria (sic) police force does not discipline or sanction its officers
for violating fundamental rights. On occasion, the police authorities have set up
internal police force boards to investigate allegations of excessive force to allay
public pressure. However, according to Nigerian human rights lawyers, internal
police boards of inquiry have never resulted in the disciplining of police officers
that violate human rights (p.9; emphasis added). "
The absolute claim of official indifference to violation of human rights by individual
police officer is not supported by evidence. Police brutality is
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pervasive and an integral part of the culture of police bequeath to the country since
colonial rule. Therefore, there will be need for diversity of control mechanisms to uproot
it within the force. Because of the endemic and pervasive nature of police brutality and
corruption on Nigeria, reliance on internal police mechanisms for their control will not
produce satisfactory results. Notwithstanding, it will be unfair to the police to accuse it of
official indifference.
Available evidence from the police indicate that the police authority is concerned about
these vices which have negative effects on police discipline, performance and image. As
a result, several police officers are subjected to disciplinary procedures every year. Alhaji
Ibrahim Coomassie, former Inspector-General police acknowledged that:
"The tainted imaged of the Force is aggravated by the unwholesome behaviour of some
of the men... instead of detecting crimes and criminals, they engage in the molestation of
members of the public, unlawful exercise of authority, corruption... Or how can I explain
a situation where an Assistant Commissioner of Police was involved in armed robbery,
later arrested, charged to court and now convicted...it is pathetic to hear people say that
robberies are successful because the bandits get police blessing before setting out. Or that
policemen are somewhat timid and idle even at facing robbers who carry exactly similar
weapon as they do. I find it difficult to stand brief for the police in the circumstances
(1991: 17)."
The Inspector General must be credited with capacity for critically analysing the
institution of which he is a member and the leader. Few leaders in the country today can
candidly do this. The police force, country to general impression, has not been indifferent
to police corruption and discreditable conducts. This year alone [1995], the police force
secretariat has disposed of about two hundred and fifty (250) cases of acts prejudicial to
discipline and good conduct concerning officers of the rank of ASP and above... fifty six
(56) of these have either been compulsorily retired or dismissed... Eighty (80) have been
awarded severe reprimands... while 43 were reduced in rank...
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only twenty one (21) of those subjected to disciplinary process so far have been
discharged and acquitted... (Coomassie 1996: 19-20).
Police corruption and brutality are universal problems (see the various articles in Banker
and Carter 1991 for information on deep-rooted corruption in the USA and elsewhere).
However as Sherman observes the " problem of police corruption is merely a slice of the
larger problem of official corruption" (174: vii-viii). The degree of police corruption is
directly related to the level of official corruption in society. In the context of Nigeria:
Police corruption, debauchery and violence or brutality must be understood
against the background of widespread corruption, theft of public fund, and violent
temperament against opposition among the successive civilian and military rulers
in the nation since independence. The colonial legacy of policing in Nigeria
disposes the police to violence
against government opponents (Alemika 1995: 167; see also Odekun1e 1979;
Ahire 1991)."
It is fashionable to attribute police or even official corruption to weak personal ethics or
morality. However, ball (1982) cautions that:
"Institutionalized corruption can proceed among those whose personal ethical and
moral standards are no lower than those of the typical citizen. Dramatic stories of
ineffectiveness, bribery, brutality and manipulation are the surface manifestation
of a deeper structural corruption (p.222)."
The deeper structural corruption is embedded in the political and economic' structure of
society, from where institutional and personal corruption flow. Our concern with the
control of police corruption and brutality must be extended to their roots in the
undemocratic political system, unjust economic institutions, undeveloped economic and
technological conditions, and absence of meaningful social welfare services in the
country.
Police Inefficiency and Police - Community Relations.
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The sources of negative relationships between the police and the public are not limited to
police corruption and brutality. The Nigeria police are generally ineffective and
inefficient in the areas of crime prevention, crowd and riot management, detection and
investigation of crime and criminals, recovery of 1st property, and response to distress
calls. It is the ineffectiveness and inefficiency of the police in these areas that amplify
public resentment of police misconduct.
However, a critical and objective assessment of police ineffectiveness and inefficiency
must do so in relation to the level of infrastructural development specially
telecommunication and transportation) in society, as well as the quantum and quality of
human resources available to the police. All important items of resources required by the
police are inadequate in terms of quality. Policemen are poorly trained, accommodated,
remunerated, motivated and so denied dignity. Consequently, they are unable to accord
others dignity and freedom. Also the police are poorly equipped vehicles, forensic
laboratory, investigation technologies, telephone and vehicles are grossly inadequate
(Osoba 1994; Alemika 1997). These problems must be addressed in order I improve
police efficiency coupled with appropriate training and socialization towards the
appreciation and protection of human rights. As presently organized, Kayode (1983 :485)
is right to argue that "In the light of the absence of well-staffed and well-remunerated
force, it will be improper to blame effective law enforcement solely on the police".
Conclusion
Police-community relations in Nigeria "went wrong" on the following grounds:
•

Colonial government as an army of occupation, and as an instrument of
conquest introduced police forces. Up till now police believe that there
responsibility is to subdue the population before the rulers.

•

The historical development of police forces was characterized by police
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corruption and brutality - generally (see Banker and Carter, eds., 1991) and particularly in
Nigeria (see Odekunle, 1979, Tamuno 1970; Ahire 1991; Alemika 1 993b). The problem
is aggravated in Nigeria because of the absence of democracy and just Socio-economic
arrangements that can promote accountability of government and its agencies. Corruption
in the police is a reflection of venality in high places, which create a climate of bad
governance. Concentration of power without ethics facilitate corruption and brutality
(Ball, 1982).
•

The Nigeria Socio-economic and political structures were 'sutured' together by
violence and corruption. The police and other security agencies are the
mechanisms through which violence is deployed to defend the social structure.
Thus, police brutality and corruption are products of the nation's political and
economic structure.

•

The police, though instrument of the ruling class, are themselves recipients of
institutionalized deprivation and dehumanization which also deny them of the
capability to accord respect and dignity to other human beings, beside the rulers.

•

Police ineffectiveness and inefficiency meant failure to satisfy the expectations of
the citizens, hence, negative police image.

For positive police-community relations, therefore, the nation through its governments
and various agencies must consider and take the following steps:
Ensure the enthronement of democracy and good governance in the country. This will
ensure that the government and its agencies are accountable to the people, and official
corruption will be drastically reduced. Also deprivations that render corruption attractive
will be minimized. It does not mean that democracy will eliminate all forms of police
corruption and brutality, but it will facilitate accountability and popular control, which
will drastically reduce official institutional violence and exploitation. Restructure the
economy towards high level of productivity, distributive equity and provision of social
services. The outcome will reduce powerlessness and vulnerability of the citizens to
official terror.
•

Human rights education should be introduced for all citizens, and especially for
law enforcement officials. Effective constitutional protection of human rights
should be provided. Erring law enforcement officials should be promptly
sanctioned. Police should be properly trained, fw1ded, equipped and remunerated
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so that they can be efficient and better satisfy the needs of the public. The public
should be educated on the functions, powers and limits of police powers. This will
minimize friction in police-community relations due to ignorance. Members of the
public, specially the elite should desist from using police to settle personal scores,
which fall out of criminal law.
•

Effective mechanism for the monitoring and control of police corruption and
violence should be established. Such a mechanism should involve a body of
police and non-police citizens. The proliferation of security agencies, in the
country is a source of negative public image for the police. Some of these security
agencies undermine police, and yet their improper activities register in the minds
of the public as police actions. The police must undertake pro-active public
enlightenment, and also create opportunities for non-hostile contacts between
them and the public. The establishment of or police participation in youth clubs
for recreation, civic education will be desirable.

•

The government in conjunction with human rights Organisations and police
authority should produce and explicit guideline to update the police regulations,
and in accordance with the various international covenants, codes and protocols
on law enforcement.

A police complaints review board should be established at the national, state divisional
and local command levels to accept investigate and adjudicate the grievances of citizens
against the police. The board should have a civilian chairman and membership should
include representatives of the police lawyers, students academicians transport owners and
workers, community associations, etc. Police must interpret their mandate to include
securing the society for the
citizens to enjoy their fundamental rights. The police must commit themselves to the
enforcement of human rights, which is a fundamental law.
It has been argued elsewhere, that the police cannot be more public- friendly than the
government. It is the negative and hostile public-government relations in Nigeria that
create a fertile ground for hostile police-public relationships in the nation (Alemika
1995).
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CHAPTER 8
EDUCATION EXPECTATIONS OF THE POLICE FROM CIVIL SOCIETY IN
THE POST MILITARY ERA.
By Frank Odita53
The topic "Expectations of the Police from the Civil Society in the Post military era" is
most timely, as the nation moves nearer to another democratic experiment.
To do justice to this paper, it will be necessary to look into the instrument establishing the
Police force, their duties and go down memory lane into the history of the Nigeria Police.
We will also take a Short journey into the minds of the civil society and finally posit on
their expectations of their Policemen in the post military era.
The Instrument Establishing the Nigeria Police
The Nigeria Police was established under authority of a constitutional provision reproduced at section 194 of the constitution of the Federal; Republic of Nigeria 1999 now
awaiting official promulgation. The above mentioned constitutional provision is
reproduced as follows: Section 194
1.
There shall be a police force for Nigeria, which shall be styled the Nigeria Police
force shall be established for the federation or any part thereof.
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2. Subject to the provision of this constitution:
(a)

The Nigeria Police Force shall be organised and administered in accordance with
such provisions as may be prescribed by an act of the National Assembly.

(b)

The members of the Nigeria Police Force shall have such powers and
duties as may be conferred upon them by law;

(c)

The National Assembly may make provisions for branches of the Nigeria Police
Force forming part of the armed forces of the federation or for the protection of
harbours, waterways, railways and airfields.

Duties of the Police
Section 4 of the Police Act, Cap. 154 Laws of the Federal Republic of Nigeria assigned
the following duties to the Nigeria Police force: a. Prevention and detection of crime
b. The preservation of law and order
c. Arrest and prosecution of offenders
d. Due enforcement of all laws and regulations with which they are directly charged.
f. To perform such military duties within or without Nigeria as may be required by law.
Short History of the Nigeria Police Force.
The Nigeria Police Force had its origin in Lagos more than a hundred and thirty years
ago. The British consul charge with the administration of the colony of Lagos complained
that he had numerous duties assigned to him amongst which was the maintenance of law
and order. In April 1861, he obtained permission from his principals in London to
establish a consular guard comprising
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thirty men. Two years later, this small body of men became known as the 'Hausa Guard",
in 1879 the Hausa Guard was further regularised by an ordinance creating what became
known as the Hausa constabulary with more men and commanded but performed some
civil Police duties.
On 1st January, Another force known as the Lagos Police Force was formed and armed
like the "Hausa constabulary" and headed by a commissioner of police who was also the
sheriff, Inspector of weights and measures and officer l/c of Prisons. Fire brigade was
later added to it and Niger Delta coast protectorate had its own Police known as the Coast
constabulary", modeled after the Hausa constabulary". In the Northern part of the
country, the Royal Niger company set up the Royal Niger constabulary in 1888 with its
headquarters at Lokoja.
When protectorates of Northern and Southern Nigeria was proclaimed in 1900, the Royal
Niger constabulary was restructured and named Northern Nigeria Police and No11hern
Nigeria regiment, while the Niger Coaster constabulary became southern Nigeria
Regiment.
On the 1st of April 1930, the two constabularies and regiments were merged after the
amalgamation of Northern and Southern Nigeria thus giving birth to the present Nigeria
Police Force.
I do hope I have not bored you with the first part of this lecture in my effort to expose the
formative period of what we now know as the modern Nigeria Police Force. You can
deduct from the short history of the force that early recruitment into its rank and file was
essentially to enforce obedience to their colonial masters. Prior to independence we
operated the same pattern of Policing. From 1960 when Nigeria gained its independence
and later became a Republic three years later, efforts have been made to change this
quasi-military Police force into a Civil Police Force. How successful this eff6rt has
been is a matter for discussion.
Nigeria as a nation has grown in size, population and development. How
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developed are we as a nation you may ask? The answer is not far fetched; we are
civilized but certainly not developed.
Our economy is not developed, and as result our infrastructures are not developed. This
has adversely affected us as a people, until recently, that certain incidents and currencies
tend to awaken us up to the realities of our situation. We now ask ourselves questions
such as where are we? What is happening? Where are we going? What kind of
Govemment are we operating? What kind of Police Force do we have in Place? What
kind of military men have we?
The Civil Society
The Nigeria citizen is essentially peace loving who cannot be bothered with things
around him as long as his daily routines are not disturbed. He is even ready to make
sacrifices financially or otherwise to maintain a status quo. He believes that with money,
he can overcome difficulties by cutting comers to attain great heights, win favours,
dictate terms and even eat his cake and have it. How much of our rights do we know? If
we do, do we assert these rights appropriately? Do we only assert our civic rights while
abdicating our civil responsibility? This may be a catalyst for discussion.
The Policeman
The Policeman is a law enforcement agent charged with the responsibilities listed under
the duties of the Police. As a policeman, has he been able to remove himself from society
by his training? Or has societal influence continued to playa dominant role in militating
against the effective performance of his duties? How has efforts made thus changing him
from the attitude of his forerunners affected him as a person. Does he see his uniform as a
symbol of authority for service or tool for terrorising and exploiting society? Has societal
attitude or that of Govemment helped in making or unmaking him generally? Who is the
ideal Policeman? The question of who is an ideal policeman begs for answers.
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Expectations of the Police from Civil Society in the Post Military Era.
The civil society pay taxes from where policemen and women draw their salaries and by
extension are their employers. The Police in a military dispensation are usually left at the
mercy of the civil populace they serve, since the military do not need them for their
security. As a result, little or no attention is paid to manpower, operational, logistic and
welfare problems of the Police force. Instead task forces such as "operation sweep"
"operation Gbale", "operation wipe" and so on are set up and commanded by the Military
Administrators to assist in checking rise in crime. A lot of money is pumped into this ad
hoc exercise that are essentially police duties.
The Military returns to their barracks come May 29th and what happens thereafter? Your
guess is as good as mine. In order to checkmate the activities of criminals in a post
military era, the assets of the various crimes fighting outfits (task forces) should be
transferred to the police.
The Police, due to a backlog of neglect have not lived up to their statutory responsibilities
to society, in place of efficient service and war against crime including corruption; it
became the brewery for corrupt practices and inefficiency. The police colleges have for
many years been idle; training and manpower development also suffered relegation.
In a democratic setting, the police take the center stage in the provision of security at all
levels including state and Government houses. The transition programme will be
concluded with the handing over of power to the President elect. How prepared are the
police to take over when the military withdraw. The task before the police is making
itself relevant and effective in a democratic rule. To achieve this, the police must be
reorganised for the task of policmg in the new millennium. The present set up of one
Inspector General and a Deputy is not ideal for effective administration of the force. It is
my candid opinion, that in the police, it should return to the old directorate system of an
Inspector General and five deputies taking charge of the five directorates of the force.
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This way, the headship of the directorates will be responsible to the Inspector General,
for the efficient administration of his directorates, thus giving the Inspector General
enough time to undertake tours of Inspection and see things for himself on the ground. It
will also offer the force the opportunity to appoint officers to represent the geo-political
regions of the country and thus eliminate the accusation of concentrating power in the
hands of a particular ethnic group.
Recruitment of new entrants into the force has recently resumed; the entry standard raised
to ensure quality. The quality desired can only be achieved if the service is made
attractive for the right calibre of personnel to enlist. The entire welfare package of the
police needs overhaul so also is their work tools. Training and re-training of the
personnel in not only police duties but also in Public relations, thus making them more of
a civil police than a quasi-military organisation inherited from its colonial government.
On the part of the civil society, we also need some form of reorientation to change our
perception and attitude towards our policemen. The accusation of corruption levied
against the police is a societal problem.
Members of the police force are drawn from the Nigerian society and no matter how hard
they may try, they may never be able to rise above society and societal norms. The police
do not corrupt itself; it is members of the public that corrupt them. The argument that if
you do not bribe the police, you will be subjected to all kinds of hardship does not hold.
Must we be "agent provocateurs" of corruption simply because we want to avoid
hardship? The answer is "No" endure the hardship today and stem the tide for a better
tomorrow.
From what we have discussed so far in this paper:, the expectations of the police from the
civil society in a post military era are enormous. There are two sides to a coin, the police
can not do it alone without the co-operation of the civil populace. They the civilians can
not also offer their co-operation if the police are not forth-coming in that direction. We
need a responsible and responsive police force to enable us enjoy our hand earned
democracy. We therefore call on the Government to give us the kind of police force we
deserve. Our President is a retired General of the Nigeria Army. It is our hope and prayer
that he will demilitarize himself sufficiently to reflect his present civilian taros so as to
repose enough confidence in the police, re-organise and equip for its task of efficient and
effective policing of this great nation into the new millennium under a democratic
dispensation.
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CHAPTER 9
REFORMS EXPECTED BY THE CITIZENS IN THE NIGERIA
POLICE FORCE
By Ambassador Lamidi Maliki54
Introduction
In the past decade or so, the year 2000 has acquired a special significance. Practically
every objective, social, political, economic was designed to be achieved or, at least, to be
on the way to being achieved, by that magical year 200, which combines two dawns: that
of a new century and that of a brand new milleniurn. Thus we have had such slogans as:
shelter for all by the year 2000; free education for all by the year 2000; free medical care
for all by the year 2000; employment for all by the year 2000 etc. etc.
The object of this paper is not to discuss the objectives mentioned above, or for that
matter, what progress, if any, has been made towards the achievement of these set
objectives with the year 2000 as target date, but, alas, the year 2000 is just around the
comer! Nevertheless, it will not be out of place, based on the subject of this paper, to coin
one more objective for the over-loaded year 2000. The objective will be a paraphrase of
the subject of this paper i.e. "A MODERN AND EFFECTIVE PEOPLE'S POLICE
FORCE FOR ALL BY THE YEAR 2000."
The reforms expected by the citizen's fall into the following categories: Recruitment and Training
The police of the future Nigeria should be expanded gradually to meet up with
the United Nations recommended ratio of police to the civil population (1 =
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400). Those recruited must be trained for a modem democratic era. At the recruit level,
the minim um entry qualification cannot be lower than School Certificate or G.C.E. A’
Level with credit pass in English Language and Mathematics. An additional language
like French would be an advantage. The police of future Nigeria cannot fail to have a
smattering knowledge of computer education. The training manual should be extended to
include a variety of subjects like karate or any of the other marshal arts.
Police/Community Relations
It is now a foregone conclusion that for the police to succeed in their duties, they must
work closely with the civil population through their representatives. The civil population
must understand clearly the duties of the police and the difficulties that sometin1es stand
in their ways in discharging these duties. The police, themselves, must realise that they
are an institution designed to serve the civil community. They must also realise that they
are subservient to the civil population. They must endeavour to regain their civil
tradition, which has been all but lost under military authoritarian rule.
Allhaji Ibrahim Commassie, foffi1er Inspector General of Police, observed "the force has
been serving under harsh and difficult environment, and has been torn between the civil
population and military, so much so that its civil tradition are almost lost to military
authoritarianism." This was part of a speech delivered by Alhaji Commassie at a dinner
organised in his honour at Owerri, Imo State, where the State University awarded him an
honorary doctorate degree at the first convocation ceremony of the university on March
7, 1998. Referring to complaints of the police brutality and high-handedness, he said such
criticism arose because the police were the single most visible executive organ of
government, which, along with the judiciary, bore the brunt of public anger against
political authorities. He admitted that a legal institution such as the police could be
systematically unjust through structural inadequacy of the legal system. He added: "No
man should obey orders which are grossly, palpably manifestly illegal. The order should
be palpably atrocious or illegal for one instinctively feel that it ought not to be obeyed." It
is my hope that, with Nigeria Police Force will now close their ranks with the civil
population and
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stop disobeying court orders - a common occurrence in recent times.
Firearms
The Nigeria Police should be provided with most up-to-date fire arms in order to be able
to deal than increasingly wicked criminal population. Training in the use of this
equipment should be started from the training college and it is my view that the
policewoman should not be excluded from this. However, it is important that tl1ey should
learn to use all these fire arms very judiciously!
Means of Mobility and Communication
The modem Nigeria Police Force should provided with adequate number of motor
vehicles and motorcycles and communication gadgets. Failure of the police in answering
distress calls today is quite often ascribed to lack of this equipment. Fuel should be easily
available to the police either from there own Force petrol stations, where possible, or
from designated petrol stations.
Salaries
It is an open secret that salary earners from government in recent years have suffered
irregular payments. But it is ridiculous that our police who are expected to protect us
against criminals are inadequate and irregularly paid. It will be in the interest of the
general public that our policemen and women should be adequately and regularly paid.
Barrack Accommodation
Police barracks as they exist today are generally inadequate and sometimes an eyesore. It
is doubtful whether there has been any concerted barracks
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development project in this country in the last decade or so. The result is that, particularly
in the large urban centres, accommodation for the rank and file is an impossible task.
Consequently, police personnel live in the rented rooms all over the city and in the
suburbs where they may sometimes live side by side with members of the underworld
Even when posted to other police formations within the city, they are compelled to retain
their lodgings which may get farther a way from their place of work. The resultant effect
is that much of the policemen sometimes, energy, and, presumably, money are wasted in
shuttling between their places of abode and places of work. It will be a welcome reform,
if government can embark on a country wide project of barracks development to alleviate
future problems in this connection. Life in well-organised and maintained surroundings
will serve to instill discipline in the police arid uplift their morale resulting in esprit de
corps.

Police Turn out in Both Uniform and Mufti
There is no doubt at all that a well-turned out policeman commands the respect of the
civil population. The tendency nowadays is that members of the officer corps turn out
much better than the rank and file. At this lower level, you find policeman in faded or
tom uniforms with the shoes that are crying out for a touch of polish. At this juncture, one
wonders how often uniforms are supplied to men and women of this force and whether it
will not be better to ensure that our policemen turn out smartly whatever their rank.
Insurance
In view of the increasingly risky nature of the police work in Nigeria, there should be a
system of life insurance policy for all the police personnel, which will come useful in the
event of injuries or even death. It does not seem to me that the system exists at the
moment or, if its does, whether it is really effective. A retired police officer of not less
than the rank of Assistant Inspector General of Police (AIG), Mr. C. T. Akagbosu, was
quoted as lamenting the issue of
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insurance at a seminar held at the police staff college, Jos in 1990. He recalled the neglect
he suffered when a gang of armed robber's shot the authorities to mitigate his ordeal in
spite of frantic appeals did him in Benin in 1986 as nothing.
Corruption
I do not wish to dwell on the well-known scourge of sleaze and corruption in the Nigeria
Police Force. That corruption exists in the Force they. It is my belief that with
improvement in the contents of education and training as well as the rise in their welfare
and self-esteem, they will at least begin to address this scourge. There is a police code of
ethics that was adopted by the International Association of Chiefs of Police in 1957. It is
still relevant. The code reads as follows:
" As a law enforcement officer, my fundamental duty is: • To serve mankind;
• To safeguard lives and property;
• To protect the innocent against deception, the weak against oppression
or intimidation, and the peaceful against violence or disorder;
• To respect the constitutional rights of all men to liberty, equity and justice;
• I will keep my private life unsullied as an example to all;
• Maintain courageous calm in the face of danger, scorn or ridicule;
• Develop self-restraint and be constantly mindful of the welfare of others;
• Honest in thought and deed in both my personal and official life, and I will
be exemplary in obeying the laws of the land and the regulations of my
department;
• Whatever I see or hear of confidential nature or that is confided to me in my
official capacity will be kept ever secret unless revelation is necessary in the
performance of my duty;
• I will never act officiously or permit personal feelings, animosities of friendships
to influence my decision;
• With no compromise for crime and with relentless prosecution of criminals,
• I will enforce the law courteously and appropriately without fear or favour,
malice or ill-will, never employing unnecessary force or violence and never
accepting gratuities;
• I recognize the badge of my office as a symbol of public faith, and I accept it as
public trusts to hold so long as I am true to the ethics of police service.
• I will constantly strive to achieve these objectives and ideals, dedicating my self
before God to my chosen profession -law enforcement.
If the contents of this Code can be drummed into the ears of the police recruits by
making them to observe them strictly, there is no doubt that a new era of
police/community relations will have dawned to the benefit of the Force and civil
community which they are called upon to serve. That way the millennium, in another
acceptation of that word, will have arrived.
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CHAPTER 10

COMMUNIQUE
The Centre for Law Enforcement Education of Nigeria (CLEEN) in collaboration with
the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) organized a three day national seminar
on the Role and functions of Law Enforcement Agencies in a Post military Era, at the
Savannah Suites Hotel, Abuja, between 8-10 March 1999.
The seminar was well attended by participants drawn from the various law enforcement
agencies; Police, Prisons, Customs, Immigration, institutions of civil society and the
media.
Addresses were presented at the opening session by important government functionaries
including the Deputy Inspector General of police, Alhaji Abdullahi Fika, Justice S. M.
Coommassie of the court of Appeal, Former Inspector General of police Alhaji Aliyu
Attah, Executive Secretary of the NHRC Dr. Mohammed Tabiu, a representative of the
Minister for Justice.
The basic objective of the seminar was to explore the challenges facing law enforcement
agencies in a democratic Nigeria and also to identify areas in which the agencies and the
human rights community can cooperate in the emerging democracy.
Five papers were presented at the seminar and they are:
1

International Human Rights Standards for Law Enforcement Agencies in Nigeria
by Dr. Tawfiq Ladan of the NHRC.

2

Role of Law Enforcement Agencies in the Administration of the Criminal Justice
by Mr. Festus Okoye, Chairman of the Kaduna Branch of the Nigeria Bar
Association.
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3.

Community relations in Nigeria! What went wrong by Dr. Etannibi Alemika of
the Sociology Department of the University of Jos.

4.

Reforms expected by the citizens from Law Enforcement Agencies by
Ambassador Lamidi Maliki vice chairman of CLEEN.

5.

Expectation of law enforcement agencies fon11 Civil Society in Nigeria by Mr.
Frank Odita Former Commissioner of Police.

OBSERVATION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS "
Participants at the seminar observed and acknowledged the following":
Law Enforcement Agencies have for a very long time functioned under Military
Governments with the tendency that they are militarized in their operations. There are
also distortions in the nature of their functions, organisation and management.
Proliferation of ad hoc task forces has encroached on the statutory functions of some of
these agencies and this undermines their functions as provided by law.
The establishment of the ad hoc task force has also created tension between Law
Enforcement Agencies and the General Public.
Violation of Human Rights by law enforcement agencies peaked under the military
because Law Enforcement Agencies pledge their loyalty to the government of the day
rather than to the state.
The establishment of special trib1.U1als and the enactment of draconian laws created
conducive environment for the violation of human rights of citizens. Long period of
military rule engendered a neglect of Law Enforcement Agencies particularly the police.
Since the emergence of human rights groups, the struggle and campaigns for promotion
of human rights have tended to be concentrated in urban areas and
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toward the elite to the neglect of the vast majority of people whose rights are routinely
violated.
Human rights of citizens can best be protected under a civilian democracy.
Regular restructuring and imposition of non-career leadership in the agencies undermine
efficiency and sometimes lead to the violation of human rights.
There are obsolete laws governing the operations and functions of the Law Enforcement
Agencies.
The prison service suffers gross inadequacy of facilities resulting in the violation of the
right of prison inmates.
The positive development in the formation of the National Human Rights Commission is
encouraging but there is the need for adequate funding, autonomy and relevant power to
enable it discharge its functions.
The positive role the press and the non-governmental organisation have played
in the promotion of human rights.
The important role a broad coalition of Non Governmental Organisation can play in
making for better law enforcement in Nigeria. Such coalition the seminar said, could help
in sustaining campaigns and lobby for implementation of the administration of criminal
justice especially prison reform.
RECOMMENDATION
Participants at the seminar recommended the following;
•

Government should evolve: for each of the Law Enforcement Agencies
appropriate organizational and management framework that will enable them
perform their functions in accordance with democratic norms.

•

Government should scrap all ad hoc task forces and transfer their
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logistics to the statutory enforcement agencies that will then be enabled to
perform their functions.
•

There should be reorientation of Law Enforcement Agents to set them ready for
democracy governance.

•

This should be done through training programmes and in addition the curriculum
of the training Institutions of Law Enforcement Agencies must include human
rights education and Sensitivity to Gender Issues.

•

The police should be well equipped well Accommodated, trained, motivated so
that they can discharge their duties effectively. The same goes for the other
agencies.

•

Nigeria should ensure the survival of the emerging democracy so that the
promotion of Human Rights can be enhanced and sustained.

•

There should be a review of all laws governing the agencies to make their
operations compatible with democratic practice.

•

Human Rights Education should be extended to the grassroots and to all agencies
involved in the Administration of Criminal Justice in Nigeria.

•

There should be a prison service commission to take care of the prison service
rather than the present situation where they are under the finance ministry. The
prison and immigration services should be granted a self-accounting status.

•

The NHRC should be adequately funded, made autonomous and empowered so
that the commission can perform its functions effectively.

•

There should be periodic and regular promotion of law enforcement agents on the
basis of merit.

•

A task force on awaiting trial person should be set up to immediately to reduce
the population of ATP's from its present 74% of prison population to about 20%.

•

Government should take immediate steps to reform the judicial system.
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STANDARD OF CONDUCT FOR POLICE OFFICERS IN
NIGERIA55
In the performance of their duties police personnel are expected to exhibit certain
standard of behaviour and discipline which distinguishes them as agents of the law. These
standards which are simplified below are contained in Sections 343 to 388 of the Police
Act and binds on every policeman or woman in Nigeria:
1.

Every police officer should try his best to maintain the good name of the Nigeria
Police Force, and to further good relations with the public.

2.

Every police officer should:
(a) Obey all lawful orders;
(b) Reject corruption in the exercise of his police duties;
(c) Ensure that his general behaviour is good and acceptable;
(d) Dress properly both in and out of uniform.

3.

Every police officer should have a good knowledge of Nigerian laws, police
orders and instructions. He should be:
(a) Efficient and very attentive to details in the performance of his duties;
(b) Friendly, patient and helpful in his dealings with members of the public;
(c) Refined, calm and in control of his temper in trying situations;
(d) Honest and refuse to allow religious, racial, political or personal feelings, or
other considerations to influence him in the execution of his duties;
(e) Not take side in a dispute and avoid a feeling of revenge, or the showing of
vindictiveness towards offenders;
(f) Upright in his handling of investigations and giving of evidence.

55

Sections 343 to 388 . Police Act. CAP 10. Laws of Federation of Nigeria, 1990
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4,

Every police officer shall be held personally answerable for any misuse of his
powers, or for any act done in excess of his authority.

5.

Every police officer shall have a good knowledge of First Aid.

6.

Senior police officers should: ,

(a)

Study and have a good knowledge of the laws of the Federation, and of the
regulations, orders, and instructions governing the Nigeria Police Force, and
General Order, Financial instruction and government circulars;

(b)

By practice, improve themselves in every aspect of their executive and
administrative duties;

(c)

Monitor closely the manner in which the personnel under their command exercise
their powers and discharge their duties;

(d)

Train policemen and women under their supervision to improve in their police
duties;

(e)

Pay serious attention to their duties of inspection policemen and women under
them;

(f)

Keep in touch with policemen and women under their command and familiarize
themselves with their character and ability, and the personal problems, if any, of
each individual, and to encourage in each individual, the growth of a proper spirit
of discipline, and of loyalty and service to the force,
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CODE OF CONDUCT FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
OFFI CIALS56
Article 1
Law enforcement officials shall at all times fulfill the duty imposed upon them by law, by
serving the community and by protecting all persons against illegal acts, consistent with
the high degree of responsibility required by their profession.
Article 2
In the performance of their duty, law enforcement officials shall respect and protect
human dignity and maintain and uphold the human rights of all persons.
Article 3
Law enforcement officials may use force only when strictly necessary and to the extent
required for the performance of their duty.
Article 4
Matters of a confidential nature in the possession of law enforcement officials shall be
kept confidential, unless the performance of duty or the needs of justice strictly require
otherwise.
Article 5
No law enforcement official may inflict, instigate or tolerate any act of torture or other
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, nor may any law enforcement
official invoke superior orders or exceptional circumstances such as a state of war or a
threat of war, a threat to national security, internal political instability or any other public
emergency as a justification of torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment.

56

Adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations, resolution 34/169 of December 17,
1979
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Article 6
Law enforcement officials shall ensure the full protection of the health of persons in their
custody and, in particular, shall take immediate action to secure medical attention
whenever required.
Article 7
Law enforcement officials shall not commit any act of corruption. They shall also
rigorously oppose and combat all such acts.
Article 8
Law enforcement officials shall respect the law and the present Code. They shall also, to
the best of the capability, prevent and rigorously oppose any violations of them. Law
enforcement officials who have reason to believe that a violation of the present Code has
occurred or is about to occur shall report the matter to their superior authorities and,
where necessary, to other appropriate authorities or organs vested with reviewing or
remedial power.
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BASIC PRINCIPLES ON THE USE OF FORCE AND
FIREARMS BY LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS57
General Provisions
1.

Governments and law enforcement agencies shall adopt and implement rules and
regulations on the use of force and firearms against person by law enforcement
officials. In developing such rules and regulations, Governments and law
enforcement agencies shall keep the ethical issues associated with the use of force
and fire arms constantly under review.

2.

Governments and law enforcement agencies should develop a range of means as
broad as possible and equip law enforcement officials with various types of
weapons and ammunition that would allow for a differentiated use of force and
firearms. These should include the development of non-lethal incapacitating
weapons for use in appropriate situations, with a view to increasingly restraining
the application of means capable of causing death or injury to persons. For the
same purpose, it should also be possible for law enforcement officials to be
equipped with self-defensive equipment such as shields, helmets, bulletproof
vests and bulletproof means of transportation, in order to decrease the need to use
weapons of any kind.

3.

The development and deployment of non-lethal incapacitating weapons should be
carefully evaluated in order to minimize the risk of endangering uninvolved
person, and the use of such should be carefully controlled.

4.

Law enforcement officials, in carrying out their duty, shall, as far as Possible,
apply non-violent means before resorting to the use of force and Fire arms. They
may use force and fire arms only if other means remain ineffective or without any
promise of achieving the intended result.

57

Welcomed by the United Nations General Assembly resolution 45/166 of December 18. 1990, upon the
adoption by the Eight United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders
at Havana. 1990.
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5.

Whenever the lawful use of force and firearms is unavoidable, law enforcement
officials shall:

(a)

Exercise restrain in such use and act in proportion to the seriousness to the
Offence and the legitimate objective to be achieved;

(b)

Minimize damage and injury, and respect and preserve human life;

(c)

Ensure that assistance and medical aid are rendered to any injured or affected
persons at the earliest possible moment;

(d)

Ensure that relatives or close friends of the injured or affected person are
notified at the earliest possible moment.

6

Where injured or death is caused by the use of force and firearms by law
enforcement officials, they shall report the incident promptly to their superiors, in
accordance with principle 22.

7

Governments shall ensure that arbitrary or abusive use of force and firearms by
law enforcement officials is punished as a criminal offence under their law.

8

Exceptional circumstances such as internal political instability or any other public
emergency may not be invoked to justify any departure from these basic
principles
Special provisions

9.

Law enforcement officials shall not use firearms against persons except in
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self defence or defence of others against the imminent threat of death or serious
injury, to prevent the perpetration of a particularly serious crime involving grave
threat to life, to arrest a person presenting such a danger and resisting their
authority, or to prevent his or her escape, and only when less extreme means are
insufficient to achieve these objectives. In any event, intentional lethal use of
firearms may only be made when strictly unavoidable in order to protect life.
10.

In the circumstances provided for under principle 9, law enforcement officials
shall identify themselves as such and give a clear warning7oftheir intent to use
firearms, with sufficient time for the warning to be observed, unless to do so
would unduly place the law enforcement officials at risk or would create a risk of
death or serious harm to other persons, or would be clearly inappropriate or
pointless in the circumstance of the incident.

11.

Rules and regulations on the use of firearms by law enforcement officials should
include guidelines that:

(a)

Specify the circumstances under which law enforcement officials are authorized
to carry firearms and prescribe the types of firearms and ammunition permitted;

(b)

Ensure that firearms are used only in appropriate circumstances and in a matter
likely to decrease the risk of unnecessary harm;

(c)

Prohibit the use of those firearms and ammunition that cause unwarranted injury
or present an unwarranted risk;

(d)

Regulate the control, storage and issuing of firearms, including procedures for
ensuring that law enforcement officials are accountable for the firearms
ammunition issued to them.

(e)

Provide for warnings to be given, if appropriate, when firearms are to be
discharged;

(f)

Provide for a system of reporting whenever law enforcement officials use
firearms in the performance of their duty.
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Policing Unlawful Assemblies
12.

As everyone is allowed to participate in lawful and peaceful assemblies in
accordance with the principles embodied in the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights Governments
and law enforcement agencies and officials shall recognize that force and firearms
may be used only in accordance with principles 13 and 14.

13.

In the dispersal of assemblies that are unlawful but non-violent, law enforcement
officials shall avoid the use of force or, where that is not practicable, shall restrict
such force to the minimum extent necessary.

14.

In the dispersal of violent assemblies, law enforcement offices may use firearms
only when less dangerous means are not practicable and only to the minimum
extent necessary. Law enforcement officials shall not use firearms in such cases,
except under the conditions stipulated in principle 9.
Policing Persons in Custody or Detention

15.

Law enforcement officials, in their relations with persons in custody or detention,
shall nor use force, except when strictly necessary for the maintenance of security
and order within the institution, or when personal safety is threatened.

16.

Law enforcement officials, in their relations with persons in custody or detention,
shall not use firearms, except in self-defence or in the defence of others against
the immediate threat of death or serious injury, or when strictly necessary to
prevent the escape of a person In custody or detention presenting' the danger
referred to in Principles 9.

17.

The preceding principles are without prejudice to the rights, duties and "A
responsibilities of prison officials, as set out in the Standard Minimum Rules?
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for the Treatment of Prisoners, particularly rules 33, 34 and 54 Qualifications, Training
and Counseling
18.

Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that all law enforcement
officials are selected by proper screening procedures, have appropriate moral,
psychological and physical qualities for the effective exercise of their functions
and receive continuous and thorough professional training. Their continued fitness
to perform these functions should be subject to periodic review.

19.

Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that all law enforcement
officials are provided with training and are tested in accordance with appropriate
proficiency standards in the use of force. Those law enforcement officials who are
required to carry firearms should be authorized to do so only upon completion of
special training in their use.

20.

In the training of law enforcement officials, Governments and law enforcement
agencies shall give special attention to issues of police ethics and human rights,
especially in the investigative process, to alternatives to the use of force and
firearms, including the peaceful settlement of conflicts, The understanding of
crowd behaviour, and the methods of persuasion, negotiation and mediation, as
well as to technical means, with a view to limiting the use of force and firearms.
Law enforcement agencies should review their training programmes and
operational procedures in the light of particular incidents.

21.

Govemments and law enforcement agencies shall make stress counselling
available to law enforcement officials who are involved in situations where force
and firearms are used.
Reporting and Review Procedures

22.

Governments and law enforcement agencies shall establish effective reporting and
review procedures for all incidents referred to in principles 6 and 11 (t). for
incidents reported pursuant to these principles, Governments and law enforcement
agencies shall ensure that an effective review process is available and that
independent administrative or prosecutorial authorities are in a position to
exercise jurisdiction in appropriate circumstances. In cases of death and serious
injury or other grave consequences, a detailed report shall be sent promptly to the
competent authorities responsible for administrative review and judicial control.
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23

Person-5 affected by the use of force and firearms or their legal representatives
shall have access to an independent process, including a judicial process. In the
event of the death of such persons, this provision shall apply to their dependants
accordingly.

24.

Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that superior officers are
held responsible if they know, or should have known, that law enforcement
officials under their command are resorting, or have resorted, to the unlawful use
of force and firearms, and they did not take all measures in their power to prevent,
suppress or report such use.

25.

Governments and law enforcement agencies shall ensure that no criminal or
disciplinary sanction is imposed on law enforcement officials who, in compliance
with the Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials and these basic
principles, refuse to carry out an order to use force and fire arms, or who report
such use by other officials.

26.

Obedience to superior orders shall be no defence if law enforcement officials
knew that an order to use force and firearms resulting in the death or serious
injury of a person was manifestly unlawful and has a reasonable opportunity to
refuse to follow it. In any case, responsibility also rests on the superiors who gave
the unlawful orders.
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